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Chapter 621: Chu Peng Zhan’s Phone 

 

Chu Peng Zhan’s Phone 

“It’s okay, safety first!” Jianwen smiled lightly. Taizao was good at acting! 

Mengyao was a little depressed. She eyed Yushu, hinting that it was all her fault. Why couldn’t she just 

ask Lin Yi to make her some food if she was hungry? Why would she ask Taizao to get her food? Could 

things be any more annoying with Jianwen staying here? 

Yushu pouted, realizing that it was her fault. But, she had an idea! She glanced at the clock, Jianwen only 

had seven minutes to hit on Yaoyao now…. 

Jianwen started a conversation with Mengyao, gentlemanly, and while Mengyao replied once in a while, 

she couldn’t bother much. 

Meanwhile, Lin Yi went back to his own room. He was too lazy to care about Jianwen, and since they 

were in the villa, there was nothing much he could do without looking at Jianwen. 

“Oh, time for cartoons! Today is Saturday so we’ve got ‘The pleasant sheep and big wolf’, movie 

version!” Yushu jumped in excitement. She turned on the TV and the familiar opening song of ‘The 

pleasant sheep and big wolf’ played….. 

Jianwen was used to Yushu’s craziness. She was pretty but no one would be able to handle her anyway. 

Luckily, he was in love with Mengyao, not Yushu, or else he would be doomed for the rest of his life. 

He ignored Yushu as he continued the chat with Mengyao. 

“Hey, stop talking. I can’t listen properly if you do that!” Yushu waved her hand at Jianwen impatiently. 

“Where are your manners? Can’t you see me watching TV here?!” 

Jianwen was furious. What’s with Yushu? But he couldn’t offend her so he kept quiet. First, Yushu was 

from House Chen, a noble house. No one would have the balls to cross her? Even though he had 

Firewolf gang backing him, he couldn’t represent himself as part of the Firewolf gang. There was no way 

he would be daring enough to make house Chen his enemy! 

Second, even if Firewolf gang was going to fully support them, Yushu was Mengyao’s friend from birth. If 

Mengyao started to hate him, dating her would be impossible! 

“Yaoyao, let’s talk over there?” Jianwen swallowed down his discomfort, a smile still on his face and 

pointed at the dining table. 

“I want to watch too. I haven’t watched this yet.” Mengyao pointed at the TV and said, “Why don’t you 

watch with us?” 

“Eh?” Jianwen almost jumped up in surprise. Him? watching cartoons? He would be laughed at for his 

whole life if people heard about it. However, he wasn’t fixated on that. After all, this was the first time 

Mengyao invited him to do something together. It was like a date to him. Watching TV and watching a 



movie were all the same. He convinced himself that Mengyao invited him to date and that they were 

watching a movie together now! 

“Alright, let’s watch together!” 

Naturally, they wouldn’t be able to speak while watching cartoons, and while Jianwen hadn’t watched 

this kind of series before, he just couldn’t get himself into it. He was just forcing himself to sit there. 

Why wasn’t Taizao coming back? He should have come back earlier so he could leave this suffering 

sooner! 

Failure, it was a total failure. If he knew that Yushu was going to watch cartoons, he wouldn’t have 

stayed here. He may as well leave this living hell! He couldn’t stand it any longer. He stood up, walked 

out of the villa, and made a phone call, “Where are you? Why aren’t you coming back? There weren’t 

that many things I asked you to buy? Do you need a whole year?” 

“Ah? An bro, I thought you wanted me to stay outside longer?” Taizao parked his car at the roadside, 

carefreely taking his cigarette and enjoying the night scenery. Jianwen gave him a fright with the call. 

“It’s done, get here as soon as possible! Make it quick.” Jianwen said restlessly. 

“See Yaoyao sis? I’m a pro, aren’t I?” Yushu said cockily. 

“Haha, thank god you are smart! Or else, I’d be annoyed to death talking to him!” Mengyao knew that 

her bosom buddy wasn’t stupid, in fact, she was pretty brilliant. Her way of conducting this genius was 

“special”. 

Taizao came back after a while, fruits and dinner in his hand. Yushu invited Jianwen to eat while 

watching the TV together but he quickly turned her down. He couldn’t bear it anymore, watching a 

cartoon while he couldn’t talk to Mengyao took a toll on him, there was no way he could continue sitting 

there, could he? 

After Jianwen and Taizao left them, Mengyao opened up the boxes and said, “Go invite Lin Yi. Get him to 

join us.” 

Taizao bought five portions, evidently planning to have dinner with them but they were unable to do so. 

She glanced at the food and found out that they were all luxury food. It wasn’t bought from some low-

end restaurants. 

“Oh…..” Yushu looked at the delicacies and started drooling. She refused to stand up. She had to an urge 

to wolf down all the food. 

Mengyao saw no reaction from Yushu and hmphed helplessly. She walked to Lin Yi’s room and hit on the 

door, “Lin Yi, come out and have your dinner!” 

Mengyao didn’t know why she would want to invite Lin Yi but she felt like doing so because he had been 

preparing food for Shu and her all this time. Se didn’t feel right if they started eating without calling him. 

She wasn’t an ungrateful person. 

“They left?” Lin Yi was lying on his bed, texting Tangyin. He told her that he had contacted Er Goudan 

and he should be arriving with the medicine sooner or later. 



“Yeah, Taizao bought us some food. Do you want to grab some?” Mengyao pointed at the food and 

asked. 

“Sure, I can save some time since I don’t have to prepare dinner.” Lin Yi followed Mengyao. Normally, 

Uncle Fu wouldn’t deliver food for them during Saturday so Lin Yi had to figure things out himself. 

When Lin Yi seated himself on the sofa, Yushu had almost finished one box, and she wasn’t intending to 

slow down, either. 

“Be careful, you might puke if you eat too much again.” Lin Yi reminded. 

“Stop eating!” Mengyao was afraid that Yushu might get herself into trouble, so she put the two boxes 

away from her. 

“Oh, okay….” Yushu followed unwillingly. She wasn’t brave enough to oppose and didn’t want to go 

through that suffering again. 

After the meal, Lin Yi cleaned up the boxes and put the remaining two boxes into the refrigerator, 

planning to heat the food up for breakfast tomorrow. 

Later, much to his surprise, he received a phone call from Chu Pengzhan. 

“Uncle Chu?” Lin Yi answered the call. “Is there anything you need?” 

“Yeah, there are two things I want to talk to you about,” Pengzhan said. “Is Yaoyao beside you? Are you 

free to talk?” 

Lin Yi startled. Was this supposed to be kept as a secret away from Mengyao? 

Chapter 622: I’ve Got Shield Bro Already 

 

I’ve Got Shield Bro Already 

Lin Yi looked at the the the two girls, not far from the dining table, their full attention on the cartoons 

that they were watching. He lowered down his voice, “They are watching cartoon in the living room 

right now, is there anything that I can help you, uncle Chu?” 

“Alright, first of all, it’s about you!”, Pengzhan said. “Li Cihua came to see me today. He was trying to dig 

something out of me but I didn’t reveal anything important. Let’s just hope that he didn’t get anything 

from the talk. I’m pretty sure that Zhao Qibing wouldn’t just let this go that easily, you have to be 

prepared!” 

“He went to see you?” Lin Yi smiled, “It’s ok, there’s nothing much about me, just let them do whatever 

they like and if they want to deal with me, bring it on!” 

Lin Yi was cautious of the people backing Qibing, but he was certain that he wasn’t afraid of them! He 

might have been injured very badly since the last battle, but he owned a treasure – the jade. Lin Yi 

doubted that Uncle Zhu had something similar up his sleeves. Even if he consumed a lot of the special 

pills, it would still take more than a year for his injury to be fully recovered, according to Elder Jiao! 



So Lin Yi wasn’t concerned with Qibing’s revenge in the slightest. He decided to go on a full war if he 

must, and then escape when he was badly injured. After a nights rest in the jade, he could go all out 

again. Lin Yi believed that even if Qibing had a strong background, he wouldn’t have that many masters 

to fight him. All of his masters would be lying in bed, half dead! That’s what he thought. 

Having the jade space was like his ultimate skill. If his opponent wasn’t overpowered, then Lin Yi would 

be a god-like figure; nobody stood a chance in beating him. 

“Nevertheless, you have to be careful.” Pengzhan was somewhat at ease after hearing Lin Yi’s 

confidence, but still, he couldn’t help but worry about him. “I don’t wish to see you injured.” 

“Rest assured, Uncle Chu, I will flee if I should….” Lin Yi said honestly. He didn’t think it was 

embarrassing to escape from a fight. If he fought a match when he was supposed to flee, then he was a 

real idiot! 

“I’m glad that you are able to think like that.” Pengzhan nodded and continued “And, I want you to find 

out why Mengyao was following Zhong Pinliang to Mount Shuangyan. I had my hands full with my work 

and I wanted to ask her yesterday but you were injured so I didn’t bring up the unpleasant thing. So, 

please lend me a hand….” 

“I’m puzzled as well. I’ll check it out and give you a call later?” Lin Yi asked. 

“No rush, just take your time. Make it as natural as possible.” Pengzhan didn’t want to interfere with his 

daughter’s private life. She was a grown-up and he believed that her daughter was a bright person. She 

wouldn’t fall into lies so easily. She must have had her own reasons. 

“Okay, I’ll ask if it feels right.” Lin Yi nodded. He, himself, thought that asking Mengyao that question out 

of the blue would be weird too. 

……… 

After paying the toll of the controlled-access highway, Yutian called Lingsan again. 

However, Lingshan’s tone was cold, “Chen Yutian? You’re back? Anything else?” 

Lingshan had saved his number after yesterday’s call. She saved the number because they were friends, 

that simple. 

“Nothing…. I’m just telling you that I’ve returned.” Yutian was oppressed by Lingshan. Her curtness 

made him uncomfortable but he didn’t have the courage to fight back. 

“Oh, got it,” Lingsan said lightly: “Is there anything else? If not, I’ll be ending the call now.” 

Yutian hesitated and man up as he asked, “are you really busy tonight?” 

“Yup, I’m busy. ‘Kay, bye!” Lingsan had ended the call before Yutian could say a word. 

Yutian laughed at himself and called Jianwen, “Bro, where are you?” 

“Taizao and I are waiting in the starlight hotel, we are currently on the fifth floor, first Vip room! Shu and 

Yaoyao are joining us tonight.” Jianwen smiled. 



“Sure, I’ll be there in a while.” Yutian sighed. Jianwen was really using him to reach his goal, to get near 

to Mengyao. How could he not know this? 

He found out that his sister didn’t have that many suitors. He used to worry about his sister’s safety and 

study environment with all the boys surrounding her, but now that his sister was eighteen, there wasn’t 

any sign of admirers at all. He couldn’t believe that this was really happening to her. He found it absurd. 

However, with his sister’s behavior, he couldn’t help feeling anxious. Perhaps her behavior was the 

reason the boys were keeping a distance away from her? That girl had a screw loose in her head. She 

only knew how to troll people, and while Wu Xiaocan had fallen victim due to her looks, he bet if 

Xiaocan knew his sister’s behavior beforehand, he’d never lay a hand on it! 

If someone were to bring Yushu back to their home, and his sister was truly in love with that guy, then 

he should be fine, but if Yushu wasn’t interested, he was bound to suffer! 

After thinking about it, Yutian decided to give his sister a call. 

“Shu, where are you? Are you missing your brother here?” Yutian had been away for like more than a 

year. He was clueless of everything in Songsan, including his sister. He used to be her protector back 

then. He wondered if Yushu would still rely on him like she used to…. 

“Oh, Yaoyao sis and I are about to head out now!” Yushu received the call when they stepped out of the 

house, “I missed you, but I’ve got shield bro now, so it doesn’t matter anymore!” 

“Shield bro?” Yutian startled, “Who’s shield bro?” 

“Oh, it’s Yaoyao sis’s follower and bodyguard!” Yushu was displeased at her brother. He volunteered to 

go over the border for training and went through hell just for that woman. She couldn’t accept Yutian’s 

decision until now, so naturally, she wouldn’t let this opportunity escape her. 

What was so good about Song Lingsan? Yushu couldn’t believe her brother was spellbound by that fox! 

She was ashamed by her own brother, being so stubborn even after being rejected. 

On the other hand, Shield bro was so much better and cooler than his brother! Lingshan couldn’t even 

fight back against him after being ordered around. If he asked Lingshan to head east, then she would! 

That’s the difference between Shield bro and her brother. Shield bro was the best! 

“Ah?” Yutian was furious. Just who was this follower? How did he steal Yushu away from him? Yushu 

had been admiring her brother since young, whenever she faced problems, Yutian was her first option 

for help. Now there was a Shield bro replacing him. He couldn’t contain his anger anymore. 

Yutian was frustrated enough about Lingshan’s rejection and now came a Shield bro, out of nowhere, 

replacing his place in his sister’s heart. How could Yutian remain calm at this point? Yutian wanted to 

send a slap directly to that shield bro’s face and send him flying! 

Chapter 623: Yao Yao Sis and Tang Yin, Who Is Prettier? 

 

Yao Yao Sis and Tang Yin, Who Is Prettier? 



To tell the truth, Yushu admired her brother, Yutian very much. She was very proud of being his sister, 

but she hated Lingshan. She was even more displeased when Lingshan was cold to her brother. That fox 

even said that she’d gladly accept his love if he could defeat her in a fight! Wasn’t she giving her brother 

a hard time? 

Yutian said that his sister always acted like an idiot, but as far as Yushu was concerned, she found that 

her own brother to be the idiot here! He went to training and fought through hell for a woman. The 

point was that even after all that extreme training, he was still unable to win that fox. Otherwise, her 

brother would be the happiest man alive. He would show off his girlfriend, and not keep a low profile, as 

he was now! 

Although they were attending a dinner, a formal one no less, because of her brother, Yushu had decided 

to rock her cute outfit, going for a classic loli style. On the other hand, Mengyao presented herself in a 

sweet and innocent outfit, her appearance made her slightly older than Yushu. 

“Shu, are you done? We should be leaving now!” Mengyao knocked on the dressing room. 

“Oh, just wait for a bit, I’m almost done.” Yushu had never put any effort into putting on makeup 

previously, but now that her brother had returned, she had to present her best. She might be saying all 

those harsh words to her brothers, but she still missed her brother a lot. It’d been more than a year 

after all. 

“Oh.” Mengyao didn’t really mind since this was a dinner organized by Jianwen. She didn’t have to get 

there on time. In fact, she didn’t really care about attending. 

Lin Yi got out Mengyao’s Audi S5 from the garage, parked at the entrance of the villa, and patiently 

waiting for the Misses. 

His phone rang. At first, Lin Yi thought that it was Jianwen. Jianwen couldn’t afford to hurry Mengyao 

but he could at least get some progress out from Lin Yi. 

However, it wasn’t the case. Lin Yi was surprised to see Lingshan’s name on the phone screen. 

“Hello? Miss braindead, do you need anything?” Lin Yi knew Lingshan wouldn’t be telling him any good 

news by calling at this hour, so his tone wasn’t polite at all. 

Lingshan was stunned. It’d been a long time since she last heard people calling her Miss braindead, and 

she had almost forgotten that she was still a braindead girl in the face of Lin Yi. 

However, Lingshan wasn’t offended. She took in a long breath and tried to sound as cute as possible to 

Lin Yi, “Yeah, Miss braindead here needs your help!” 

“Ha…. yeah?” Lin Yi always hold back his laughter when he heard Lingshan calling herself miss 

braindead. Could this be something that the couples do? 

“We’ve lost all of our directions after that day. You found and demolished the crime syndicate.” 

Lingshan couldn’t help but say helplessly, “But, the crime organization isn’t slowing their pace either. 

They changed their targets to the farmer village. 2 cases have been reported in the past week. One of 

the victims was a villager from the eastern Yazi village, and the other was from the western Shenbu 



village. My boss has just given me an order. I have to solve this case in 2 weeks time, or else I’ll have to 

return home….” 

“Oh, I see.” Lin Yi replied faintly. 

“Hey, you won’t allow this miss braindead to lose her job right? Will you lend her a hand and solve this 

together with her?” Lingshan was resentful, but she said it without any hesitations and very naturally. 

When did she become so obedient in front of Lin Yi? Was this a normal thing now? 

“What can I do?” Lin Yi saw that Lingshan was really in need of his help but he couldn’t just leave 

Mengyao and Yushu alone, and go to Lingshan, could he? The Miss would surely go into a frenzy again if 

that happened. 

“You won’t just leave me to die right…?” 

Lingshan panicked since her leader had rushed her to solve this case in two weeks time. If she couldn’t 

solve it, the consequences weren’t as bad as her losing the job, but at the very least, she couldn’t accept 

herself as the captain of her team anymore. 

Lin Yi hesitated and accepted to offer his hand, “I’ll help you to look around then.” Since Lingshan was 

being kind to him, he couldn’t man up and reject her, could he? Despite all that, he still had to help 

Lingshan because of Huaijian. They were somehow connected because of him so Lin Yi couldn’t just 

ignore her. 

Lingshan felt a lot more relaxed after hearing Lin Yi, “En, call me if you found anything fishy. Miss 

braindead will gladly answer your phone!” 

Lin Yi didn’t say anything. He ended the call with a faint smile. 

Lingshan, on the other hand, was doubting herself. There was a mix of emotions in her heart. Was she 

really Song Lingshan? Why did she have to be a good girl in front of Lin Yi? Where did her pride go? 

Where was the former Song Lingshan? 

If her old friends were to find out that she had completely transformed to a different person in front of 

Lin Yi, even calling herself Miss Braindead, she would be a laughing stock in her entire life? “Nooo,” she 

told herself. She couldn’t allow this to happen! 

Lin Yi accepted the request because he knew a way out, An Jianwen. He had asked Jianwen to deal with 

Pinlaing earlier, and the next day, his kidney was removed! Was that coincidence? Definitely not. Since 

Jianwen could have just given him a good beating instead of removing his kidney. After all, organ 

removal was a sensitive topic now! 

Although Fabai didn’t contact the police, Lin Yi was certain that Jianwen had something to do with 

Fabai’s son’s kidneys. Jianwen must have some sort of connection between the organ trafficking and 

crime organization. 

Because of this, Lin Yi offered his help to Lingshan. Lingshan might be acting pitiful, but Lin Yi didn’t like 

doing things that had no chance of success. He knew that he could get something out from Jianwen 

through the dinner tonight. He could observe his reaction after mentioning the kidney removing crime 

organization. 



Not long after the call, Mengyao and Yushu came out. 

The Misses’ appearance impressed Lin Yi. His mouth was wide open. They were already ravishing 

without make-up, and now that they were going for a formal dinner, they were extraordinarily angelic. 

He couldn’t help but be captivated by their looks. 

“What are you staring at?”, Mengyao complained after seeing Lin Yi staring at them blankly. Had he 

finally realized that he has two pretty girls with him the whole time? 

“Ha…” Lin Yi smiled lightly and pulled back his gaze. 

“Yaoyao sis is prettier than Tangyin, isn’t she?” Yushu asked with a charismatic smile. 

“Ha…..” Lin Yi chose not to answer this question. What if he answered wrongly?! What would the Miss 

do to him? This was a rigged question. He couldn’t afford to answer it so lightly! 

Chapter 624: The Mess of The Misunderstanding 

 

The Mess of The Misunderstanding 

But in fact, the Miss and Tang Yin were both stunning! They were beauties with different qualities, but 

there was no doubt the Miss now was indeed prettier than Tangyin without makeup. There was no 

question. It was Mengyao’s victory here. 

“She’s slightly prettier than Tangyin after putting on make-up,” Lin Yi said honestly. 

The way how Lin Yi answered this question without offending anyone. It might seem like he was praising 

Mengyao, but things were exactly like what he’d said. Mengyao won because of her make-up. Both of 

them would be equally pretty without make-up. 

However, the Miss was overjoyed. She ignored everything else after Tangyin. She was feeling awesome 

inside. She looked at Lin Yi and thought, at least, you’ve got good taste! Hmph hmph! 

“Oh, how about me?” Yushu brought herself to the light after throwing Mengyao out first. 

“You and Yaoyao are the same.” Lin Yi couldn’t comment much, could he? 

“Oh oh, I’m that pretty? Thank goodness, I finally found someone who isn’t blind. Woohoo!” Yushu 

jumped in excitement and looked at Mengyao. 

“Shu, why are you looking at me? Did you mean I was the blind one?!” Mengyao eyed Yushu. 

“Yeah, you said that I’m not as pretty as you!” Yushu said with a straight face. 

“Broken girl, when did I say that?” Mengyao glared daggers at her. 

“Then why are you admitting now…..” Yushu asked. 

“I’m not admitting anything. You were the one staring at me just now!” Mengyao was frustrated. This 

girl was the one who started the whole mess. 

“Then, why are you feeling guilty?” Yushu asked. 



“I’m not guilty. Though, I did say that my body was more balanced than yours!” Mengyao said angrily. 

“Oh, normally only flat-chested people would say that!” Yushu fought back. 

“You!! I’m gonna tear open your mouth!” Mengyao charged herself to Yushu’s face. 

“Shield bro, Yaoyao sis is trying to kill me again!” Yushu cried. 

“Okay, I’m starting the car now.” Lin Yi didn’t know what to do. He couldn’t offer to help either side so 

he changed the topic, “By the way, Yaoyao. Why did you follow Zhong Pinliang to the mountain again?” 

Lin Yi remembered his mission given by Pengzhan earlier, and this was a good time for him to ask and 

look suspicious. 

“That big fat liar cheated me there!” Mengyao felt her heart tightened in pain. Pinliang didn’t just fool 

her, he cheated her feelings! Of course, Mengyao wasn’t mentioning anything about love, it was her 

feelings towards her mother. 

Pinliang gave Mengyao hope, but he crushed her fragile heart into pieces! If Pinliang hadn’t brought her 

mother out, she would have just stored that part of herself deep down and locked the sorrow inside. 

However, Pinliang set her sorrow free. He gave her a small piece of hope in that second, yet tore a hole 

in her heart. How could Mengyao still have her composure with her at that point? 

Mengyao couldn’t help but shed a few drops of tears. Every time she recalled the event, she cried, not 

because she was cheated by Pinliang but she missed her mother a lot. She wanted to see her mother. 

She wanted her mother’s caring and love. Everyone had a mother, but she didn’t! 

People would say that Chu Mengyao as the Miss of Pengzhan industries had a luxury life and promising 

future, but Mengyao didn’t wish to have all this. She only wished to have a complete and happy family! 

She wanted to have dinner with her parents every night. 

“Cheated you?” Lin Yi was driving, needless to say, he didn’t realize that Mengyao’s heart was a little 

broken, her emotions weren’t stable. 

“En…..” Mengyao felt a prick in her heart whenever her mother came to mind. 

“Ah…. Yaoyao sis. Stop crying, okay? You are the prettiest okay. You are prettier than me, alright?” 

Yushu pulled Mengyao’s hand and comforted her. 

Yushu would always fight with Mengyao about the littlest things, but deep down inside her, she cared 

about Mengyao a lot. She changed her attitude immediately after seeing the crying Mengyao. 

“Crying?” Lin Yi startled. He looked at the rear-view mirror to see Mengyao’s red eyes. Her tears might 

on the verge of coming out. “Yaoyao, what’s wrong?” 

“Zhong Pinliang said that he found someone like Yaoyao sis in Mount Shuangyan.” Yushu helped her 

sister to continue, “He was pretty good at acting that time, so Yaoyao sis was blinded with his lies. As a 

result, both of us agreed to follow him to the mountain, and we were locked in the cave…..” 

“Someone like Yaoyao?” Lin Yi was stunned. The Miss wasn’t stupid, was she? Did she believe Pinliang’s 

lies for that reason? 



“En, Yaoyao sis thought that Pinliang saw her mother!” Yushu nodded and explained. The Yushu now 

was nothing like the Yushu before, she was a totally different person. 

“Her mother?” Lin Yi was puzzled. “Isn’t Yaoyao’s mom dead?” 

“Your mom is dead!” Mengyao was enraged. It was if Lin Yi didn’t console her, but how dare he cursed 

her mother?! 

“Ugh….” Lin Yi was even more confused. He felt that he must have interpreted something wrong. Could 

it be that Mengyao’s mother is still alive? Then why did Pengzhan say that her mother had left Mengyao 

since young? 

He had a headache! Lin Yi was suddenly enlightened. He must have gotten the meaning of “leave” 

wrong! Normally, people would say that someone has “left” the world, and that “leave” means 

someone has passed away in that tone and manner! 

However, Pengzhan’s use of “leave” was just basically “leave”! Mengyao’s mother must have left the 

house for some reasons! 

After thinking about it, Lin Yi couldn’t help but sweat. He had just created a mess. A mess offending the 

Miss. He felt bad for saying that and didn’t know how to react. But, he couldn’t care much about the 

Miss’ offensive attack. 

“Your mom’s dead” Lin Yi didn’t know who his mother was, and of course he wouldn’t know if she was 

still alive or not so Lin Yi didn’t really mind about the attack. He had never seen his mother before. He 

might have imagined his parents when he was young but he had gotten used to it after so many years. 

His old man and master had replaced the role of his parents. 

“Ha, my bad. I misunderstood something. So your mom actually left you guys.” Lin Yi was embarrassed 

as he explained. 

“What’s that attitude of yours? Are you still laughing? Is this a joke to you? Are you laughing at me?” 

Mengyao heard Lin Yi’s laughter. She was pissed off at that! This was her biggest weakness and Lin Yi 

wasn’t taking it seriously. It enraged her! 

“Ha, laughing?” Lin Yi shrugged and said helplessly, “Cheer up, if we are talking about pathetic, I’m more 

pathetic than you. I don’t even know who my parents are….” 

Chapter 625: Chen Yu Tian in Shock 

 

Chen Yu Tian in Shock 

“Ah?” Mengyao and Yushu were both taken aback! 

Mengyao and Yushu had never heard Lin Yi talking about his background before so they were 

completely clueless about it. But, now that Lin Yi mentioned it, they only learned that he had a tragic 

past! He was an orphan? 



God! How did he manage to survive all these years? He always acted like his surroundings didn’t concern 

him. Could it be that even Lin Yi had a hidden side that he didn’t want to be exposed? 

The maternal instinct of a girl was unleashed. The Miss started taking pity on Lin Yi. Indeed, they were 

nothing similar. He was far more miserable than her! At the very least, she had seen her mother before 

and had a loving father, but Lin Yi didn’t even know who his parents were. How sad could this be? 

“I’m sorry….” the Miss had morals. She apologized immediately: “I shouldn’t have said those harsh thing 

to you. I was really clueless just now, my situation was so much better than yours….” 

“Ha…. I’m used to it. it’s okay.” Lin Yi shook his head, “Just be careful next time, when this thing happens 

again, contact your father immediately. I think he knows more about your mother than you.” 

“En….” Mengyao nodded, surprisingly, not fighting back against Lin Yi. 

Although there wasn’t a positive atmosphere during the journey, their mood gradually recovered. She 

wasn’t hyped, but at the very least, she wouldn’t burst into tears. 

Lin Yi parked the car in the parking lot of the hotel. They were late for 30 minutes because of the Misses 

and because of the accident they had passed by. 

However, the trio didn’t feel sorry at all. They walked into the hotel like a boss. 

Lin Yi was just a mere follower, so it didn’t really matter if he was on time or not. But, he followed the 

Misses at the back anyway. 

Yutian, on the other hand, was already inside for quite some time. He was chatting with his bros in the 

room. He was acting normal on the surface but very displeased inside! Firstly because he was rejected 

by Lingshan and secondly, most importantly, a random guy came out of nowhere and took his place in 

his beloved sister’s heart! 

How could his sister say that he was no longer needed? Because she had shield bro already? 

Yutian was furious. He only had one sister, and she was snatched away by others? Whoever this shield 

bro or shield girl or whatever. He decided to have a look at it himself later. 

Just who was this shield bro?! Wasn’t he Mengyao’s followers and bodyguard? Yutian concluded that he 

had to teach this guy a lesson and test if he was qualified enough to be one! If he failed, he better gets 

the f*** out from his sight. He wouldn’t be needed when he was around! 

After a while, someone knocked on the door. Jianwen wanted to stand up and welcome Mengyao in, 

but Yutian took the lead. He wanted to see just who was this so-called shield bro! 

“Please come in!” Yutian opened the door while Mengyao and Yushu came in. 

“Yutian big brother!”, Mengyao was still very well-mannered towards Yushu’s brother. She came into 

the room and greeted him first, “Jianwen bro, Taizao bro.” 

“Brother!” Yushu followed behind Mengyao just inches away as she greeted, but Yutian’s face was 

slightly gloomy. 



“Where’s the shield bro? Isn’t he joining us?” Yutian wasn’t an impulsive person but now that his sister 

was snatched away from him, he couldn’t just be idle! How could he keep his composure at this point? 

Besides, Yushu had made things clear. She said that Yutian was no longer needed anymore since she got 

shield bro already! 

How could Yutian not care about it? Not get angry about it? 

“Oh, you are looking for shield bro?” Yushu, on the other hand, seemed like she was oblivious of the 

atmosphere, “He’s just right at the back!” 

Yutian nodded and walked out of the room momentarily and stretched out his hand, “You would be 

shield bro, right? Allow me to introduce myself, I’m Shu’s brother, Chen Yutian!” 

Yutian wanted to make a fool of out Lin Yi in front of everyone. One should know that no commoners 

could withstand the strength of an early phase of the golden class. He thought of demonstrating his 

power to his sister thinks of him as the strongest man! 

“Ha….” Lin Yi realized that something fishy was going on but he stretched his hand out anyway. 

“Eh?” Yutian’s eyes went unbelievably wide, staring blankly at Lin Yi! He couldn’t believe his eyes, 

agitated. “You….y…..you…..” 

“I shall introduce myself then. I’m the shield bro you are talking about.” Lin Yi interrupted Yutian with a 

smile, “I’m Yaoyao’s and Shu’s follower.” 

“Ah?” Yutian was stunned! This guy was Mengyao’s and Shu’s follower? What was going on? How did he 

become a follower? Weren’t Mengyao and Yushu too lucky to this great of a follower? How did they 

manage to get this guy? 

However, Yutian understood in an instant. Lin Yi wasn’t actually introducing himself, all he said was his 

current position with Mengyao and Yushu. 

Yutian was dumbfounded, but since Lin Yi wasn’t trying to expose his true strength, then he wouldn’t do 

that, either. “Nice to meet you! I’m Chen Yu Tian, Yushu’s brother, hehe, hahaha…..” he held on to Lin 

Yi’s hand, a little overreacting. 

Jianwen and Taizao frowned. Just what was wrong with Yutian? He was talking about giving Lin Yi a 

lesson for stealing his sister but things were the total opposite when he arrived. Why did his attitude 

change all of a sudden? 

Yushu wasn’t afraid that her brother would bully Lin Yi. In fact, she wished that her brother would wake 

up after seeing Lin Yi’s strength, and stop pursuing that fox, Song Lingshan. But, she never expected her 

brother to treat Lin Yi like this as if they were old friends. 

“Since you are Yushu’s brother, I shall call you Yutian bro too.” Lin Yi was indeed younger than Yutian, so 

calling him bro didn’t really matter. 

But, Yutian felt like this was too much of a title for him. He wanted to reject but saw Lin Yi’s eyes, “Sure, 

sure, I’ll be the big one then, allow me to call you lil’ bro too!” he nodded. 



Mengyao’s and Yushu’s eyes widened. Why was Yutian being so nice to Lin Yi? Besides, even if he was 

grateful that Lin Yi was protecting the girls in his stead, he didn’t have to act all nice in front of them, did 

he? 

Both of them looked at each other and thought that something was suspicious. 

Yutian realized that he was a little overreacting as well. He shook his head helplessly. He was still too 

young and had a long way to go! 

Chapter 626: Drowning Grief In Drinking 

 

Drowning Grief In Drinking 

With Lingshan’s rejection and shield bro’s appearance, Yutian couldn’t remain his composure! 

After all these years of intense training, he still couldn’t do that! Looking at Lin Yi, his expression was 

senseless. It seemed like he wasn’t able to recognize him. Yutian sighed. The difference between them 

was just too great. There was no way he could catch up to his tier! 

Yushu, on the other hand, was observing her brother’s attitude towards Lin Yi with doubtful eyes. Why 

wasn’t he picking a fight with Lin Yi? Was Shield bro too weak? Or was shield bro too strong for her 

brother to handle? 

The group seated themselves. Meanwhile, Jianwen started calling for the waiter. He had ordered quite a 

lot of wine too. 

Since the food was prepared beforehand and Jianwen was only waiting for their arrival, not a lot of time 

passed before the table was filled with delicacies. 

“Yutian bro, it has been a while since all of us gather together. You’ve become major too. We are all 

grown up now, aren’t we! And,” Jianwen, as the host of the dinner tonight, stood up first and gave a 

toast to everyone, “In a blink of an eye, we are going to have our own families soon. I miss our old 

happy-go-lucky days!” 

“Haha, we’ve to face the world at some point!” Yutian said lightly and gave a toast but he was bitter 

inside. If it weren’t for Lingshan, would he still choose this path? Or would he still be the old Yutian? 

Yutian could never forget those eyes of Lingshan, her eyes full of disdain. Lingshan despised young 

masters like him the most. This was the main reason why Yutain chose this path, but he knew that he 

would never be as good as Lingshan. No matter how hard he tried, he had started late. He wouldn’t 

stand a chance in winning against her. 

Much to Lin Yi’s surprise, Mengyao raised her cup and gave a toast too. She even finished the whole cup 

of wine! 

The Miss was supposed to be sick of getting along with Jianwen, so why? Why would she drink all the 

wine under the toast of Jianwen? Lin Yi glanced into Mengyao’s eyes to find loneliness in her eyes. 



Lin Yi startled as it dawned upon him. The Miss was still thinking about her mother. She hadn’t fully 

recovered yet from the breakdown, and she was basically drowning grief in drinking now! Lin Yi was 

used to not having parents, so he was able to accept it with an open heart, but things were different for 

Mengyao! 

She had seen her mother before while Lin Yi didn’t even know who his parents were. Both of their 

feelings were different. Mengyao’s feeling towards her mother could only grow deeper while Lin Yi 

didn’t even have the feelings, to begin with. 

Mengyao was held captive by the feelings deep down in her heart. Those feelings were released by 

Zhong Pinliang, so her emotions were out of control. They went berserk flowing in Mengyao’s veins. 

The feelings were suppressed for a period of time. If they weren’t handled properly, she would never 

find happiness in life, so she used alcohol to numb her senses. 

In fact, Mengyao was thinking the same thing. if she was out alone with Jianwen, she would never allow 

herself to drink. Who knew what would happen to her with a beast like him beside her? But now that Lin 

Yi was around, Mengyao let down her guard and started drinking. 

Mengyao believed that Lin Yi would save her if anything bad happened to her. Since there was a shield 

here, she may as well fully utilize it! 

Meanwhile, a trace of suspicion flashed across Jianwen’s eyes when he saw Mengyao drinking, but the 

excitement flooded soon after! He was afraid that Mengyao wouldn’t give him face and drink with him, 

but now that things weren’t going according to his plan. He decided not to drink too much. After all, his 

confession plan might go to waste if he was really drunk. 

At first, Taizou and Jianwen had thought of a lot of excuses just to persuade Mengyao to drink but it 

seemed like it was no longer needed anymore. However, Jianwen was depressed. What was going with 

Mengyao today? Why wasn’t she acting like herself? They’d killed millions of their brain cells just for the 

excuses, but now those efforts were wasted in vain. 

“Yaoyao sis, why are you drinking so much?” Yushu found out that something was up with her. 

“Nothing, I just feel like drinking,” Mengyao said faintly, denying the fact that she was unhappy. 

“Oh, can I drink too?” Yushu pursed her lips, staring at the wine with longing eyes. She didn’t have the 

opportunity to drink since there was no alcohol in the villa and Mengyao had forbidden her from 

drinking. Although, the couple of times she did try to have an alcoholic drink, she was stopped by 

Mengyao. She couldn’t believe that Mengyao started drinking first today. 

“Okay, but not too much.” Mengyao hesitated and nodded. 

“Oh!” Yushu didn’t give it a toast when everyone raised their cups just so now that she was given the 

chance to do so- she raised her cup and started savoring it. 

All of them were used to Yushu’s randomness so they didn’t care much about her being weird. 

“It’s sour and sweet, and it doesn’t taste bad!” Yushu had a sip first and soon was drinking down the 

whole cup. It might not be top-tiers of red wine, but since Jianwen ordered it, the wine wouldn’t be 

cheap, either. 



“Drink up if you like it.” Jianwen was glad to hear that as he poured more wine for them. “Cheers, Shu, 

Yaoyao. I wish you guys forever pretty and young…..” Jianwen gave a toast again. 

Yushu didn’t bother to listen Jianwen as she drank all the wine before Jianwen finished his line. She even 

poured another glass for Yaoyao, completely ignoring Jianwen, “Yaoyao sis, this is better than juice!” 

“Well, we shouldn’t drink too much, even if it’s good. You will be drunk if you don’t control yourself.” 

Although Mengyao was saying like this, she wanted to get drunk as soon as possible- just so she could 

forget all the pain and get back to her old self the next day. 

“What is this?” Yushu drank and asked. 

“No idea. It doesn’t matter anyway.” Mengyao didn’t drink normally, so she didn’t have the knowledge 

about alcohol at all. She might be born with a silver spoon in her mouth, but as a 12th grader, there was 

no way Pengzhan would allow her to drink so often. 

“This is a ’09 Lafite,” Jianwen said proudly. It seemed like Mengyao and Yushu were completely clueless 

about alcohol. His time to show off had arrived: “Lafite grape wine is produced in Lafite manor, 

Bordeaux is renowned for its wine, and Lafite is one of the best in that country! All wine lovers know 

that in the year of 1855 Bordeaux had evaluated all the manors and 61 manors were picked up from the 

rest as column level. Within that 61 manors, there are 5 tiers of manors. The first tier only consists of 4 

manors which are Lafite, Latour, Margaux, and Obiang. Out of the four manors, Lafite is ranked number 

one!” 

Chapter 627: Get Me Few More Bottles 

 

Get Me Few More Bottles 

“Haha, ’09 Lafite and ’82 Lafite are very similar so they are the top-sellers in the market. Besides, the 

price is reasonable and the taste is marvelously pure too!” Taizao added. 

“Oh I see, Jianwen bro isn’t half bad huh? Treating us one of the best wines in the world!” Yushu nodded 

and faced Mengyao, “Right, Yaoyao sis?” 

Yushu’s words gratified Jianwen’s vanity! Yushu hadn’t praised him in all these years, and today she 

finally lent him a helping hand by praising him in front of Mengyao. He was delighted! 

“Haha, this is nothing. If Yaoyao and Shu love it, I can order more for you guys.” Jianwen waved his hand 

and said faintly. 

“Yeah, I wonder what’s the taste of the ’82 Lafite. Yaoyao sis, are you interested?” Yushu turned her 

gaze to Mengyao suddenly. 

“…” Mengyao was depressed, but looking at Yushu’s play made her happy. She wanted to laugh at her 

silly sister. This girl made a big performance just to have a taste of the ’82 Lafite! 

Jianwen’s face blanched. He didn’t expect Yushu to say this. Was she joking? ’82 Lafite? This wine could 

be sold for over one hundred and fifty thousand in the market while the Starlight hotel was selling it for 

the price of three hundred thousand. He felt like his kidney was aching. 



“Jianwen bro, Yaoyao sis, wanna try ’82 Lafite too? We didn’t have the privilege to try it last time. Can 

you please get us a few bottles?” Yushu had performed this trick on Pinliang countless times, so it was a 

piece of cake to her. 

Few? His kidneys were hurting! Jianwen almost fainted. Three hundred thousand for a bottle was 

equivalent to one kidney. Some kidneys couldn’t even fetch such good prices! Yushu thought that she 

was a filthy rich? Did she think that earning money was as easy as saying the ABC’s? 

While the cops were doing their jobs, Jianwen’s business was going downhill. He couldn’t target the 

farmers with the cops investigating that area. He hadn’t gotten two kidneys this week, and this dinner 

had already cost him a few kidneys! 

Jianwen wanted to shoot Taizao. He shot a deathly glare towards him. This Taizao didn’t know when to 

shut his big mouth. Thanks to him, Yushu had learned about ’82 Lafite. 

However, he couldn’t throw tantrums on the spot, could he? He was hitting on Mengyao after all. He 

had to keep all his anger and emotions in check to show how generous he was. Especially when Yushu 

said that Mengyao was interested too. There was no way he could reject that request. 

“Excuse me, get me two ’82 Lafite!” Jianwen endured the pain as he ordered the wine. 

“Two? I think 2 isn’t enough for all of us…. Yaoyao sis and I both get one bottle, and how about you 

guys?” with one sentence, Yushu took both bottles for themselves. 

“I think it’s enough…. We aren’t drinking that anymore, though it was our favorite, I’m ordering that just 

for you two…..” Jianwen wanted to cry, two bottles weren’t enough? They weren’t expecting him to sell 

his kidneys, were they? 

House An was rich, but their business was separated in half between the heir. They had to divide their 

earnings for the house and Firewolf gang as well. So, there weren’t much left for Jianwen himself. 

Initially, the meal cost tens of thousands but now that they’d ordered the ’82 Lafite, it cost hundreds of 

thousands. It tore a big hole in his wallet. 

Yutian was still wondering how Lin Yi become Mengyao’s and Shu’s follower? His sister was still cunning 

as ever. No ordinary person could handle her, but that wasn’t enough to make Lin Yi her follower. Just 

what was going on? 

With his strength, he could very much protect any powerful figure. So why was he protecting the girls? 

Yutian wanted to ask so many questions, but Lin Yi didn’t want him to touch on his background so he 

refrained himself from doing so. 

Despite all that, nothing could stop Yutian’s passion from respecting and admiring Lin Yi! Lin Yi was the 

one who made the Yutian today. Without Lin Yi, he couldn’t even reach this power! 

After a short while, two ’82 Lafite were served on the table. Lin Yi took a quick glance at the wine, 

checking the brand and label. It was probably a real deal. Although there were a lot of rip-offs in the 

market, with Starlight hotel’s reputation and power, they wouldn’t probably serve a fake to their 

customers. After all, even the genuine ’82 Lafite was sold at double the price in the market. He believed 

that the wine on the table was probably original. 



“Yaoyao sis, let’s drink one bottle first and leave the another for the next day, okay?” Yushu felt like it 

would be a waste to drink here. She may as well bring one back home and have Shield bro make some 

food for them to go with the wine. A candlelit dinner with Yaoyao sis and Shield bro. How romantic! 

“Suit yourself.” Mengyao didn’t care about what she was drinking. All she wanted was to get drunk and 

forget all her unhappiness and discomfort. 

Jianwen almost jumped up from his chair. Bringing it back home? Why didn’t Yushu say that earlier? He 

could’ve bought the wine in the store the next day. It would cost him less hundred and fifty thousand, 

half a kidney! 

But, Jianwen couldn’t bring himself to say that out loud. Losing face was the last thing he wanted 

Mengyao to see, so he endured it. 

Thinking about the upcoming event, confessing his love to Mengyao with everyone drunk, put him at 

ease. If his confession was a success today, then the hundreds of thousands he spent for this dinner 

would be worth every penny! 

And so, Jianwen continued his act. He poured wine for others while drinking down the wine himself. He 

had to make it as natural as possible. Since he was capable of drinking, he didn’t control the amount he 

drank, and he believed that the red wine wouldn’t make him drunk. 

Seeing Taizao give toast after toast for everyone with his stupid reasons. Jianwen’s rage towards him 

was reduced. At least the guy was smart enough to help him out when he needed! 

Yutian didn’t act natural for the whole dinner. He was restricted by himself because of Lin Yi’s presence. 

He couldn’t help but look at Lin Yi at times. However, Lin Yi was calm as always, sitting there and 

observing the exchange, not giving anything away. 

But, Yutian felt that like there was an immense pressure exerting on him. He couldn’t get himself over it. 

However, Jianwen and Taizao didn’t notice the unnaturalness from Yutian. After all, they hadn’t met for 

a period of time so they thought that Yutian had changed. He had become a steady and mature person. 

Jianwen was only using Yutian to get Mengyao over here, so he didn’t really care much about Yutian 

now. They were no longer the Songshan big four anymore, and they weren’t that close, either. 

Jianwen’s phone rang. He frowned at it and took out his phone to check the incoming call. It was the 

tattooed guy. 

He paused and answered the phone: “What’s wrong? I’m having dinner now.” 

“Wen bro, the cops are following tightly these days. There are police cars in Yazi village too. I think we 

can move our hands now!” The tattooed guy was depressed, and he asked for instructions. 

Chapter 628: Tipping Off 

 

Tipping Off 

“Just wait for a moment….” 



What Jianwen was doing was a secret from Taizao so he couldn’t talk over this in the room. He stood up 

and said, “I’ve got to answer this call, please excuse me…..” 

Lin Yi might have good hearing, but he couldn’t catch the whole conversation. He only heard two words, 

“police” and “car”. He had been observing Jianwen’s movement the entire time, so he knew that 

something was definitely wrong with this call. 

“I’m going to the toilet,” Lin Yi stood up after Jianwen left the room. 

Taizao didn’t know who was calling Jianwen, so he thought that Jianwen didn’t answer the call in the 

room out of politeness. He thought that Jianwen was pretending to be a gentleman in front of Mengyao 

to improve his image, so when Lin Yi went out, he ignored him completely. He didn’t even bat an eye to 

Lin Yi, 

As far as Taizao was concerned, Lin Yi was a mere bodyguard, a minor character that would never be of 

use. He was polite because Jianwen needed him to be his spy, that’s all. 

Lin Yi breaking Master Bing’s legs and leveling the whole skyscraper down the earth was impressive. 

Taizao was there. He attended Master Bing’s completion ceremony with Jianwen that day, but he didn’t 

know how Lin Yi could survive until now? 

How could he be so carefree, accompanying the Misses to dinner after making Master Bing an enemy? 

Could it be that Master Bing wasn’t getting back his revenge? He found things absurd, but when he 

asked Jianwen about it, Jianwen only gave him a weak smile, without any explanations. 

Taizao was bewildered, but Jianwen was aware of the whole situation. Cihua had told him that his two 

golden class masters were killed under Lin Yi’s hands. How could he be an ordinary man? If Lin Yi was 

just a normal bodyguard, Jianwen wouldn’t bother paying him, would he? Besides, he had suffered 

plenty of losses under Lin Yi’s hand, yet he was still calling Lin Yi brother. 

Jianwen wouldn’t just stick his neck troubling Lin Yi when he didn’t have his bodyguards with him yet. As 

for Master Bing, Jianwen didn’t know what was holding Master Bing from getting revenge. After all, 

Cihua and Lin Yi were sworn enemies. 

Of course, this had nothing to do with Jianwen in the slightest. He only cared about his family business 

and hitting on Mengyao. The rest wasn’t his priority. 

After exiting the room, Jianwen walked to the end of the corridor in a place where he was alone and he 

could continue his phone call. Although he was a little drunk, he was very cautious of his surroundings. 

This was something he couldn’t allow people to know! 

Cutting Pinliang’s kidney was a decision he regretted. Naturally, he wasn’t afraid of offending Master 

Bing or Cihua because of Pinliang. What he regretted was removing Pinliang’s kidney. He thought that 

destroying one of his testicles or making him a cripple would be so much better than removing his 

kidney! 

Jianwen was basically telling the world that he was part of the kidney trafficking organization, wasn’t 

he? Fortunately, Pinliang did not report this to the police, and Cihua and he were business partners, so 

he was able to cover up his true identity. Otherwise, things would have gone south already. 



“Can you stop asking me such simple things? If the cops are following you tightly, then just wait!” 

Jianwen was displeased with the tattooed guy. Jianwen wanted to rush back and continue with his plans 

after all. 

“Wen bro, the Firewolf Gang is urging us. They don’t have many stocks left, either….. Why don’t we offer 

some money to buy the farmers’ kidney? Some of the farmers are very in need of money. If we can pay 

them, I think we can buy a few kidneys from them….”, the tattooed guy said carefully. 

“Buy your ass. When did we have enough money for that?” Jianwen just remembered that this dinner 

had already cost him hundreds of thousands. His heart was bleeding at that thought. How could they 

afford to buy a kidney? He wondered how many kidneys he would have to sell to cover the cost of this 

dinner? 

“Uh…..” tattooed guy didn’t expect Jianwen to be this angry. He didn’t dare to speak another word. 

“Idiot. If Yazi village isn’t working, why don’t you go to the other villages? I heard that there’s a pretty 

run-down village in the north, Bin village. A lot of them aren’t registered as citizens. Some of them don’t 

even have registered residence. Why don’t you go check that place out?”, Jianwen snorted. 

“Yes, yes! We’ll head to Bin village now!”, the tattooed guy said hurriedly. 

“Hm, stop calling me if there’s nothing important. I’m busy here!” Jianwen ended the call angrily and 

headed back to the room. 

Lin Yi rushed himself into the washroom. Of course, Jianwen didn’t realize Lin Yi eavesdropping to the 

whole conversation. 

If Lin Yi’s assumptions were correct, Jianwen was probably the brain of the whole crime organization. 

But, he couldn’t care much about Jianwen’s actions at all. As long as Jianwen didn’t involve him and the 

people under his protection into the game, Lin Yi wouldn’t have bothered to interfere with him. 

However, as per Lingshan’s request, he had to offer her a helping hand, hadn’t he? He decided to help 

her this time. He searched the washroom, making sure that it was empty. Only then did he give Lingshan 

a call. 

Truthfully, this floor was only meant for VIPs. Every room had their personal washroom, so the public 

washroom was unused, except by waiters and waitresses. 

“Lin Yi!” Lingsan didn’t know why she felt very joyful when she received a phone call from Lin Yi. 

Although she didn’t know the purpose of the call, her instincts told her that it was a piece of good news! 

“There’s a Bin village in the north. You can put some of your people there.” Lin Yi didn’t bullshit with 

her. He was straight to the point and told Lingsan whatever he heard from Jianwen. 

“Bin village?”, Lingsan startled, but she understood what Lin Yi was trying to point out! Could Bin village 

be the next victim for the kidney removing organization? Lingshan was excited. She wanted to throw 

questions at Lin Yi. She wondered how he got the news, but Lingshan was no idiot. She stopped herself 

from asking it. 

Lingsan witnessed Lin Yi’s capabilities first-hand. So, as a good listener, as an adorable Miss. Braindead, 

she knew that Lin Yi didn’t want her to ask a “hundred thousand why’s”. 



“Alright, I’ve gotta go. See ya.” Lin Yi heard the footsteps closing in the washroom and wanted to end 

the call as soon as possible. 

“Thanks, you’ve really been a great help. Allow Miss. Braindead to treat you next time!”, Lingshan said 

adorably. 

Lin Yi wordlessly ended the call. 

Looking at ended phone call made Lingsan angry. How could this Lin Yi just ignore her like that? When 

did she ever lower her voice just for a man?! But, Lingsan couldn’t say anything. She was the one 

begging for his help, after all. 

“Fine, I’ll just pretend that this was a lover’s thing. Luckily, no one knows about this too!” Lingshan 

comforted herself. 

With that thought, Lingsan was able to maintain her composure. She was Song Lingsan after all. How 

could she behave like that? 

Chapter 629: Reporting For Duty 

 

Reporting For Duty 

Lingshan transformed from a gentle and adorable girl to a serious-looking lady when she got out from 

her room, “Shut off your phones and get ready for a meeting, we’ve got a lot to discuss tonight….” 

“Yes! Captain Song!” the squad captains replied. They were so fed up with the kidney removal case. 

There hadn’t been a case as big as this in Songsan for a long time. The city captains had all given orders, 

demanding them to solve this troublesome in haste. Only then, could they reduce the impact of the 

crime organization to the citizens. 

Otherwise, most of the citizen would be caught up in a frenzy. Kids would be too afraid to attend school 

themselves. Furthermore, the “Kidney removing organization” had become a very terrifying and 

intimidating name. Whenever a child heard the name, their blood would run cold. The kids that were 

crying would stop instantly when their parents frightened them with the name. 

The negative impact towards society had reached a new peak. That was the reason the police officers 

were all working overtime. They wanted to get new clues from the case analysis. But, things didn’t work 

in their way- they were far beyond reaching any conclusions. After all, this wasn’t an individual crime. 

This case involved a whole organization, a crime organization no less! 

It was a tough job to look for clues and evidence from this case because they were all well-organized 

criminals. They would only commit crimes when they were looking for kidneys. In other words, they 

were just ordinary people when they weren’t dealing with kidneys. 

They had their own surgeon and place to remove the kidneys, and while trafficking and selling the 

kidney only involved another party, there were no witnesses or third parties. Tracking the evidence was 

impossible. 



“Captain Song, do you have good news?” Liu Wang Li and Lingshan were the closest among the squad 

captains, so when he saw the seriousness on her face, he knew something was up. Could captain Song 

have found some critical information for the case? 

“En, I’ve received some reliable information,” Lingsan said. She felt very good inside. The captains were 

all gazing at her with respectful eyes. She found that what she had to say to Lin Yi was totally worth it! 

“Is there information?” The other captains were assuming the same thing but they were unsure since 

the case was extremely complicated. While they respected Lingsan very greatly, they still couldn’t 

believe that she got information just by stationing in her office for a while. It was impossible! 

After all, she was still totally clueless in the afternoon. The leaders were all giving her a good scolding. If 

it wasn’t Huaijun, her entire team would probably be called for a lecture. 

“I’ve gotten a tip-off and know the next target’s location.” Lingshan would never reveal the location 

before they took action. Although her comrades were all raised by Huaijun and could be trusted, she still 

wouldn’t take the risk giving them the information. They would lose their golden opportunity if the 

information was leaked out, “Shall we discuss our strategy! If we arrest them like last time, we would be 

repeating our mistake. Catching the small fry won’t help us in solving this case at all!” 

Everyone in the meeting nodded and started their brainstorming session. 

After ending the call, Lin Yi heard the footsteps closing in, towards the washroom direction. Lin Yi was 

perplexed- just who could this be? He thought that it was a waiter, but much to his surprise, it was 

Yutian. 

Lin Yi smiled wryly. He knew that Yutian must have looked for him. How else would he come to the 

public washroom? 

“Special forces 019 reporting for duty, sir!” Yutian stood to attention and gave a military salute to Lin Yi 

respectfully. 

“Ha….” Lin Yi smiled faintly and shrugged his shoulder, “I’m just a follower, not your sir.” 

Lin Yi didn’t respond to the salute, meaning he had abandoned his previous pose. Yutian’s salute was 

wasted! Yutian’s face changed a little but there was still respect towards gleaming in his eyes, “Sir, I 

heard that you went for a special mission, how come….” 

“I’ve returned from that mission long ago.” Lin Yi’s tone was still pretty steady, “I’ve just told you, I’m no 

longer your sir. I’m just a mere follower of Chu Mengyao and of course your sister’s follower. They call 

me shield bro, but since I’m younger than you, you can call me shield lil bro or Lin Yi.” 

“I see….. So Lin Yi is your name, sir!” This was Yutian’s first time hearing his instructor’s real name. They 

had been using nicknames in the camp, and while Lin Yi’s nickname was “Eagle”, everyone in the camp 

called him “Sir” or “Instructor Eagle”. 

“Alright, I’ve to get back now.” Lin Yi didn’t want to think back his past. He waved his hand and left the 

washroom. 

“Sir, how did you become my sister’s follower?” Yutian was puzzled. He couldn’t understand this logic at 

all. However, if Lin Yi didn’t want to mention it, then he didn’t have a choice. He had wanted to meet 



back Lin Yi since then, asking for advice and teachings, but now that Lin Yi was rejecting his status, 

Yutian couldn’t voice his request, could he? 

Lin Yi went back to the room to see Jianwen drinking as nothing happened. 

Meanwhile, Jianwen didn’t say anything when Lin Yi came in because he had never expected Lin Yi to be 

tipping off his action to Lingshan. 

“Guys, why not we play some games? Plain drinking is kind of boring, don’t you think so?” Taizao said 

loudly, “Guys?” 

Taizao was slightly drunk. He wasn’t holding back in drinking at all. His speech was a mess. However, he 

could only fool Mengyao if he was drunk. Mengyao was quick-witted. She would know if he was actually 

drunk or just acting. 

“What do you want to play? Tell me.” Jianwen eyed Mengyao and Yushu then he asked, “Do you guys 

have any suggestions?” 

“Play, let’s play, I like playing the most!” Yushu clapped her hand in excitement. She was about to pull 

Mengyao home if they continued that pace. 

Mengyao remained silent, not denying it. In fact, she actually didn’t want to play with Jianwen or Taizao, 

but since Shu and Lin Yi were beside her and while, Shu was looking forward to playing. So, there was no 

harm for her to join them, either. 

“Hmm, let’s see…. Why not we play truth or dare?” While Taizao was suggesting the game, Yutian came 

in. “Yutian bro, wanna join us? We used to play this a lot last time, ha. Do you still remember that time 

when you picked dare, and we asked you to kiss Song Lingshan? In the end, she beat you up… 

Hahahaha!” 

Taizao was really drunk. He wouldn’t blurt such embarrassing stories of Yutian in front of them. But, he 

couldn’t control his speech when he was drunk. That was the kind of person he was. 

Chapter 630: Losing Face 

 

Losing Face 

Yutian’s face blushed furiously. It was one of the stupidest things he did and it was Taizao’s fault. He 

made Yutian pick dare and requested him to kiss Lingshan. In the end, Yutian got beat up for good! 

Furthermore, Taizao had to make Yutian’s history into a joke. How could Yutian stand this humiliation? 

However, seeing Taizao’s drunk face, Yutian makes himself feel offended by that. 

Lin Yi startled. This Yutian was still Lingshan’s number one admirer? Lingshan didn’t seem to have any 

affection towards Yutian, though. 

Lin Yi thought, what if he were to kiss Lingshan. Would she be offended? Or perhaps, would endure it 

without complaints? 



“What’s truth or dare?” Lin Yi had never heard of this game before. 

“Haha, it seems like our little bro here hasn’t played before huh? Taizao, please explain the rules!” 

Jianwen ordered. 

“Sure, this game is actually simple!” Taizao continued, “Truth or dare is a game for a group of people. 

You can either use rock, paper, scissors, or a spinning bottle to decide who our target is. Of course, we 

can skip all these methods and start with ascending order. Everyone is going to be the target once. Since 

we have quite a number here why not we skip the methods and go with ascending order! The target has 

to choose between truth or dare. If they choose truth, he has to answer a question honestly, no 

bullshitting allowed. If we catch the target lying, then he or she has to face the punishment, which is 

drinking a glass of wine! Naturally, if the question is a little sensitive, you can choose to avoid answering 

and move forward to play dare! The target has to obey any dares given by others without objections. 

And, if the target picks dare himself, he or she can no longer go back their own words. They have to face 

the challenge fair and square, but you can choose to drink a glass before picking too if you feel that you 

couldn’t afford to fulfill the truth or dare!” 

“Oh, you guys can go for a round first. I’ll just observe.” Lin Yi felt that this kind of game was interesting 

enough. Joining the game didn’t really matter. 

“Sure, let’s play first!” Taizao nodded as he agreed happily. As far as he was concerned, Lin Yi’s 

involvement wasn’t important, as long as Mengyao was up for the game! “Then let’s start with me first, 

I’ll start to ask Jianwen bro a question!” 

“Okay, give me everything you’ve got!” Jianwen acted. He knew that Taizao was no idiot. He wouldn’t 

give him a tough question in the first round, and he would never ask him about Mengyao in the first 

round. They had to warm things up before going into the main topic. At least, one round was needed 

before that. 

“Then, I’ll start with an easy question first, the next round won’t be that easy anymore, hng hng!” Taizao 

hinted. “So my first question is what is the bravest thing you have done so far?” 

“The bravest…” Jianwen was thinking of cutting people’s kidney but he couldn’t say that, could he? He 

still had to protect his own image in front of Mengyao after all. There was no way he could talk about 

the glorious fights in the past too. 

He still couldn’t think of anything worthy enough to present after a long while. He had done a lot of 

brave things indeed, but they were all negative. He hadn’t really done anything brave so far! 

He wrecked his brain to no avail. Nothing came out. He cursed at Taizao in the inside. Just how stupid 

could this question be? 

But, he couldn’t afford to skip this question. It wouldn’t be truth or dare anymore if he couldn’t do that. 

He could just lie to them. He would be the only one who knew the truth after all. 

After getting himself back to his senses, he thought of an action movie cool scene. “I think battling with 

a shark is the bravest thing I’ve done so far!” 

“Hohoho, I like fighting with sharks too, and Yaoyao sis loves brave people!” Yushu clapped her hand. 



Mengyao eyed Yushu silently. 

Seeing the excitement in Yushu delighted Jianwen. Mengyao loved brave people too? Taizao’s question 

wasn’t that bad then! Jianwen had decided to continue his act, “One day, I went to the beach for a 

swim. All of a sudden, I heard people screaming for help at the back! I turned my head and saw a big 

shark charging in my direction! At that moment, I didn’t think about running away. I thought about 

saving tourists from being eaten. So, I swam towards the shark immediately. The shark thought that I 

was his dinner and charged right towards me. Little did he know that he would be the one to die first!” 

“Wow, Jianwen bro, you are so brave!” Yushu shouted. 

“It’s nothing!” he said. Yushu gratified Jianwen’s vanity greatly. He couldn’t feel better as he continued 

to bullshit: “I punched it directly at its mouth. I sent the shark’s teeth flying. The shark was toothless in 

an instant. It was as harmless as a toothless tiger- totally harmless creature. The shark was lost for a 

moment and it tried to escape, but how could I allow it to escape that easily? I couldn’t allow it to 

escape after scaring the hell out of people on the beach, could I? . So I grabbed on its tail and threw it to 

the shore, the shark landed on the shore painfully with a bang. His brain got greatly damaged with a 

concussion!!” 

“DAMNNN!” Yushu’s eyes went unbelievably wide. “Jianwen bro, you are so strong! I heard that shark 

has one of the toughest teeth in the world and you were able to send them teeth flying? I’m astonished! 

You are way too powerful!” 

Jianwen startled. He didn’t know that sharks had the toughest teeth in the world? He had only seen 

sharks in the oceanic aquarium. He was just trying to impress the girls. He didn’t give two shits about the 

rest. 

However, now that he said his bullshit, he couldn’t turn back on his words, “Huh, it’s not that tough 

anyway!” 

“Owh, Jianwen bro, I’ve got a keychain made of shark’s tooth here. Do you mind showing off your 

strength to us?” Yushu asked as she took out the key out from her pocket and placed it on the table. 

Lin Yi brought back the tooth, and Yushu had nothing better to do that day, so she made the tooth into a 

keychain then. 

“Eh?!” Jianwen’s eyes went wide. His heartbeat skipped for a few beats and his expression tensed. He 

couldn’t believe that Yushu really brought out a tooth out of nowhere for him to smash. Was this a joke? 

He couldn’t even break a normal tooth, no less a shark’s tooth! 

Jianwen’s face blanched. How should he explain himself now? Was this really a joke? Him? Smashing the 

shark’s teeth? He needed a valid reason or else he would really lose his face, wouldn’t he? But, what 

reason could he use? 

Chapter 631: Buy One Free One 

 

Buy One Get One Free 

“Ha, this tooth doesn’t seem very hard…” Jianwen said. 



“Doesn’t seem hard? What do you mean?” Yushu blinked her eyes. 

Mengyao was holding her laughter. Her soulmate was really one of a kind. She always acted stupid, but 

she was brilliantly smart. She had the complete control of her opponent like a puppet in the puppeteer’s 

hand. 

Taizao saw that Jianwen was in trouble so he quickly came to defend, “That… that shark might be 

wearing dentures! So his teeth weren’t as tough as the real one!” 

“Dentures? Did the shark visit the dentist?” Yushu was surprised. “There’s a clinic at the bottom of the 

sea?!” 

Jianwen was furious. Just what was this Taizao doing? How could he just say something like that? Even if 

he was drunk, he should be aware of what he was talking, shouldn’t he? Did he really think that the 

shark was a human? 

“Don’t listen to him!” Jianwen interrupted. “The shark was an old shark so its teeth weren’t tough 

anymore. It didn’t take much of an effort for me to send them flying!” 

“Oh, so it was an old shark, huh?!” Yushu nodded. “Jianwen bro, you are so knowledgeable, you were 

able to identify the age of the shark as well!” 

“Haha…. Indeed. Okay, let’s move on to the next question!” Jianwen waved his hand. “Come to my 

house someday, I’ll gift you the shark’s skin that I defeated!” 

“Oh, sure, I’ve never seen an old shark’s skin before! We must get some experts to distinguish the 

difference between an old skin and a new skin out!” Yushu nodded. “I love investigating sharks!” 

Jianwen almost cursed out. Why the f*** was he talking about shark skin? What if Yushu really came to 

visit? What should he present then? Shark’s skin could be easily obtained, but things were different with 

old shark’s skin, they were rare! If Yushu found out that the skin wasn’t from an old shark, wasn’t he 

basically slapping his own face? 

“Okay, someday!” Jianwen accepted it with much struggling. 

“Yutian bro, it’s my turn to ask now!” Jianwen faced Yutian. 

“Sure, go ahead.” 

Seeing Jianwen panicking made Yutian want to laugh out loud. His sister was still her beloved silly sister, 

trolling around, messing with people mercilessly. 

“Who is the most important person to you?” Jianwen wanted to give Yutian a hard time answering it, 

but since Taizao said that they should go easy on their opponent on the first round, he had to ask a basic 

question. Naturally, he thought that Yutian would no doubt choose Lingshan over anyone else here. 

“To me, I think that my instructor in the special forces is the most important person in the world!” 

Yutian looked at Lin Yi, his eyes full with respect, but Lin Yi ignored him completely. This made Yutian a 

little disappointed, but he continued, “He changed my life, gave me hope, cleared my path, and 

brightens my vision so that I could find a goal in life. He made me who I am today! I wish I could still be 

his student now and forever!” 



Yutian’s words shocked Jianwen and Taizao. They never expected such a drastic change from Yutian. Of 

course, they were clueless of who his instructor was, so they didn’t care much about it. Even if Yutian 

was still trying to hit on Lingshan, this had nothing to do with them, they’d gotten pretty distant, after 

all. 

Meanwhile, Yushu was flabbergasted as she stared at her own brother. Her brother who had fallen head 

over heels for Lingshan didn’t mention her at all! The most important person to him was his instructor?! 

It seemed like her brother had gotten mature from his training. He even had a new goal now! But who 

was his instructor? Was he that powerful? Was he as powerful as Shield bro? 

“Alright, Shu, it’s my turn now….” Yutian didn’t wait for any responses from Jianwen and jumped 

straight to the next question. “Shield bro or your brother, who is stronger?” 

Just who was shield bro anyway? Jianwen and Taizao thought that Yutian was pissed off by Lin Yi. Or 

else, he would never ask like that! It was an avoidable war if Yushu picked the wrong answer here! 

Jianwen couldn’t be any happier to see the fight. Although he was all friendly to Lin Yi on the surface, he 

hated Lin Yi to the bone! He was just using Lin Yi to spy on Mengyao, obtaining the latest information! 

He had fallen into Lin Yi’s schemes twice in this starlight hotel, how could he forget those humiliations? 

If Yutian were to fight Lin Yi here and now, he would be glad to sit back and enjoy the show! 

Knowing that Yutian was Yushu’s brother, Lin Yi would surely hold back his punches because of 

Mengyao, wouldn’t he? Lin Yi was destined to have a good beating this time! 

However, everything depended on Yushu’s answer! So when Yutian finished his question, Jianwen 

stared at her attentively, waiting for her answer. 

“Oh, I think that shield bro is a little stronger than you, isn’t he?” Yushu didn’t expect her brother to ask 

this question. Could it be that he was still angry at the phone call? But after seeing her brother not 

holding any hostility against Lin Yi, she said the truth anyway. 

“Haha, alright, Shu, it’s your turn to ask Mengyao now.” Yutian only gave a slight smile to the answer. 

Jianwen and Taizao, on the other hand, were greatly disappointed- just what was going on? When did 

Yutian’s temper become so good? 

“Okay.” Yushu nodded and looked at Mengyao, “Yaoyao sis, as the main wife, will you bully me, the 

second wife in the future? I don’t wanna be bullied, please!” 

Mengyao didn’t know how should she react to this, what was this question? Second wife? Yushu, are 

serious? 

Yutian startled. His sister’s thinking was really out of the box, who would want to be a second wife 

anyway? 

Meanwhile, Jianwen almost had a heart attack listening to Yushu’s nonsense! Although Yushu’s face was 

angelic and her body was perfect, there was no way he would marry Yushu! This “Buy one get one free” 

package was just too much for him. How could he handle a person like Yushu? He was in love with 

Mengyao but bringing back Yushu was just out of the option. 



If someone was ignorant of Yushu’s personality, he would surely think that he earned a fortune to have 

two big beauties with him. Once they were aware of Yushu’s true form, a calamity, they would never 

agree on this package! Jianwen wouldn’t want to live in the dark every day, after all! 

In just a short reunion dinner, he had been trolled by Yushu for a few times. What would happen if he 

were to marry Yushu and bring her home? 

“Why would I bully you?” Mengyao didn’t answer directly to Yushu’s question. 

Chapter 632: The Tragedy of Choosing Dare 

 

The Tragedy of Choosing Dare 

“Owh, it’s decided then! I’ll be the second wife!” Yushu said happily. 

“Ahem, Yutian, I think that your sister’s concept is a little off! Jianwen was petrified. He would never 

allow this to happen! Having a second wife might be the dream of every man in the universe, but having 

Yushu as the second wife was totally a different thing! He didn’t want to die just yet. 

“Ha, kids are like that. They love to fool around.” Yutian thought that his sister was just joking. After all, 

his sister always had weird ideas. Who knew if she was trolling Jianwen again? 

“I don’t think she’s fooling around….” Jianwen’s tone became serious. “Yutian bro, you should bring your 

sister to the right path, shouldn’t you? What is this generation now, there are no such things as the main 

wife and second wife anymore. You should educate her properly!” 

But, before Yutian could reply, Yushu interjected, “This is an agreement between me and Yaoyao sis, 

who do you think you are?” 

“Eh!” Jianwen was stunned with opened mouth. This was really none of his business. Wasn’t he being a 

big mouth now? If Mengyao had accepted his love, then he could at least talk about it, but he hadn’t 

even confessed yet. Just what was his relationship with Mengyao? 

“Okay, it’s Yaoyao sis’s turn now!” Yushu glared at Jianwen, a little impatient. “Yaoyao sis, you may ask 

now!” 

“I…..” Mengyao didn’t know what to ask, even after thinking about it, nothing came to her mind. “Can I 

give this question to Shu? She will help me to ask a question.” 

“Sure, let Shu then!” Jianwen wanted to hit on Mengyao. He couldn’t reject her request now, could she? 

“Oh my goodness, I love asking the most!” Yushu rubbed her hand excitedly and grinning like the cat 

that swallowed the canary. “Taizao bro, are you ready?” 

“Okay!” Taizao nodded. He was thinking of how to help Jianwen in his confession later. 

“Taizao, since when did you stop your bedwetting habit?” Yushu asked. 

“Eh?” Taizao’s eyes went wide. He didn’t see this coming! This question was actually a joke but it hit a 

little too close to home because he used to have bedwetting habit. That was one of his secrets! 



Although there weren’t many people who were told about it, all of his close friends were well-informed. 

That secret would greatly affect his image so normally they wouldn’t just mention that habit in the 

public. 

In kindergarten, Taizao had terrible bedwetting experience during his nap time. The person who slept 

below him was soaked in his pee because of him! Since then, Taizao never sleeps in school or some 

public shared rooms. Even until now, he couldn’t get himself to drink too much water in the night 

because of his bad habit. 

This secret was a thorn in his heart. But now that Yushu had mentioned it loud and clear, he couldn’t 

avoid it, could he? This was a game of truth or dare, he had to be honest. Of course, he could choose to 

lie and make sure no one caught him doing it! 

However, Taizao didn’t dare to lie. It might be a secret, but some people in this room were aware of it. 

He believed that Yushu was actually told about this secret and now she was purposely digging his secret 

out just to make fun of him. If he were to lie and get caught by Yushu, things would turn much uglier 

than him saying the truth. 

Taizao started to hate Yushu to the core, but he didn’t have a choice. The reason was simple, Yushu was 

born like this, she liked to mess with people. Even Jianwen was dancing to the tune in the palm of her 

hand, how could he escape this? 

Taizao couldn’t bring himself to this embarrassing topic. It was too much for him to handle. He couldn’t 

just say that he still had the bad habit now, could he? How embarrassing could that be? But, refusing to 

answer only led to two solutions which were dare or punishment. 

Taizao had plenty of drinks just now if he were to take on the punishment, his stomach would surely go 

upside down so after thinking about it. He had decided to go for a dare. “I refuse to answer, please 

move on to dare!” 

“Oh, awesome, finally we got a dare now!” Yushu clapped her hand. 

Yushu’s reaction confirmed that she was doing that on purpose. She wanted to use “dare” to mess with 

people. That was the reason why she gave out such a tough question in the first round. 

As a matter of fact, Yushu was actually clueless of Taizao’s secret. Although Yutian was told about it, 

there was no way Yutian would talk to his sister about this, would he? 

She was just randomly asking and managed to hit a jackpot. 

“Taizao bro, I demand you to drink down two bottles of wine now!” Yushu ordered after a short 

hesitation. 

“Eh?!” Taizao almost jumped up from his chair! Two bottles of red wine?! Was this a joke? He had 

chosen dare to avoid drinking, but now that Yushu was ordering him to drink down two full bottles of 

wine. Wasn’t she going a little too far with messing with people? 

But since Taizao had chosen “dare”, he couldn’t go back on his decision. Yushu’s demand was actually 

pretty normal, so he couldn’t just refuse to follow. 



Seeing Taizao’s hesitation made Mengyao chuckle. Yushu was really good at messing with people. She 

even made Taizao regret on his own decision. 

“Taizao bro is two bottles too less for you? Shall we make it a four?” Yushu looked at Taizao innocently 

as in like she wasn’t involved in his tragedy. 

Was this a joke? Four bottles? Taizao was glad that Yushu only made him drink two bottles instead of 

four. 

“Whatever, just drink and continue the game!” Jianwen’s mind was all about the confession so he 

couldn’t bother much about Taizao. He only wanted the game to keep going so he could confess later. 

Since Jianwen had spoken up, Taizao had no choice but to drink down two bottles now, hadn’t he? 

“Okay, let’s continue the game, it’s my turn to ask now! An bro, do you have a person on your mind?” 

“Of course, I do!” Jianwen was sitting on top of the world, feeling glorious contended when he heard the 

question. “The person on my mind is my childhood playmate- Yaoyao! I’ve fallen for her since young, I 

hope that she can be my girlfriend when both of us come to a suitable age, then we can get married and 

have babies…” 

“Oh, then do you want to have sex with Yaoyao sis?” Yushu interrupted. 

“Can’t wait for it!” Jianwen blurted out the response before thinking about it. As soon as the words left 

his mouth, he found it odd. “EHH?!” 

This was his inner voice. Although he was very eager to do it, he couldn’t say that out loud. He had 

drunk too much today and was too excited with his confession. So, without any warnings, he had fallen 

into Yushu’s trap. 

Chapter 633: Sorry 

 

Sorry 

Mengyao frowned, glared daggers at Jianwen and said to Yushu, “Shu, you shouldn’t use such vulgar 

words!” 

“Oh, I was just confirming something!” Yushu stuck her tongue out. 

“Erm…. Yaoyao, don’t misunderstand that…. I…. hmmm…..” Jianwen couldn’t explain himself. If he were 

to say that he wasn’t interested to have sex with Mengyao, it would mean he didn’t like her. Then his 

confession would go to waste, wouldn’t it? But, if he were to say he was interested, it would sound out 

of place as well! 

Jianwen was furious. Yushu had messed up his plan. Fortunately, he had placed her into a “not so 

welcome guest” list, and he didn’t like her at all. He couldn’t imagine how tough, how unbearable his life 

would be if he had to stay with Yushu every day. His lifespan would surely be shortened. 

“Sorry, Jianwen bro, I don’t wanna have sex with you!” Yushu said apologetically. 



“What does this have to do with you?” Jianwen thought, even if Yushu wanted to have intimate action 

with him, he wouldn’t have the balls to do it! But now that Yushu had changed the topic, Jianwen 

wanted to use this change to make up with his awkwardness just now. 

“Of course, it does!” Yushu said with a straight face and nodded: “Yaoyao sis is the main wife, and I’m 

the second wife. Since you want to have sex with her, doesn’t that mean you want to have sex with the 

second wife too? But, I don’t have feelings for you, we will never have the chance to have sex!” 

“…..” Jianwen’s forehead was full of wrinkles. He wanted to throw colorful profanities at her but he 

didn’t have the guts to. 

Yutian scowled. When did his sister speak with all these vulgarities? He thought that he should go and 

observe her daily life someday. 

“Shu, stop your nonsense.” Mengyao raised her voice. “You are a girl. A girl shouldn’t use that word so 

much, it’s vulgar!” 

“Okay, Yaoyao sis.” Yushu stopped talking. 

Jianwen had lost all his temper as he laughed dryly and gave an eye signal to Taizao. Telling him to 

create another opportunity for him to confess. This round was fruitless because of Yushu, continuing the 

confession now wouldn’t be a good option, either. 

“Yutian bro, it’s my turn to ask now.” Jianwen wanted to end this round as soon as possible so he could 

confess to Mengyao for real this time. He didn’t give many thoughts about thinking a question and 

asked randomly, “The instructor that you mentioned earlier, who was that?” 

“Oh, I can’t tell you, it’s a top secret.” Yutian knew that he wasn’t the main character in this dinner. He 

came here after being rejected by Lingshan. He didn’t have a place to hang out so he joined. He didn’t 

know that he would meet Lin Yi by accident here! 

How lucky was he today to have such a massive gain? Lin Yi might not want him to talk about the past, 

but meeting him back was all the matter! Now that he knew where Lin Yi was, he could pretty much get 

in contact with him often when he wished to. Furthermore, Yutian believed that as one of his best 

students in the team, Lin Yi wouldn’t just ignore him and leave him aside. 

Yutian was disinterested at whatever game he was playing. The only thing that concerned him was 

staying by Lin Yi’s side! Lin Yi had been sending Yutian shivers down his spin just by sitting at the same 

table with him. Lin Yi used to be a great instructor, standing at an unreachable feat. How proud, lucky, 

and honorable was Yutian to be eating dinner with Lin Yi now? If he were to show off this event to his 

teammates, how jealous would they be? 

Yutian’s words gave Jianwen and Taizao a shock. It was just a random question but Jianwen didn’t 

expect Yutian to make it so mysterious! Could it be that the instructor has some sort of a special 

background? 

However, Jianwen and Taizao couldn’t care much about this mysterious instructor. He got annoyed and 

urged Yutian, “So Yutian bro, what are you picking? Punishment or dare?” 



“I’ll go with the punishment then.” Yutian’s capability in drinking wasn’t half bad. After all, he had been 

spending years outside the border. With the harsh weather, they needed alcohol to warm their body up. 

Hence, he had gotten better in drinking after his training. 

Yutian opened up a bottle of wine and drank down without blinking. 

“Shu, do you have a boyfriend?” He faced Yushu. 

Yutian realized that his sister had changed. She was more open-minded. He wanted to understand this 

sister of his, and test if she had a boyfriend now. 

“Oh, I wish I have one but since Yaoyao sis isn’t giving effort in finding one, I couldn’t get myself one, 

could I?!” Yushu said with a depressing face. 

“No?” Yutian startled. But, this was still good news. At least she was still untouched. The problem was 

her thinking. It was way too absurd. How could she just volunteer herself to be a second wife, sharing 

the same husband with Mengyao? 

“Nope!” Yushu shook her head. “Okay, it’s my turn now! Yaoyao sis, when are you getting yourself a 

boyfriend?” 

“I don’t know.” Mengyao glared at Yushu, “Stop asking these stupid questions!” 

“This is truth or dare, a game! Of course, I’ve to ask some stupid questions!” Yushu added: “Ayy, I want 

3P so much… only if you have a boyfriend. I mean, when can we have this dream come true, huh?” 

“Ha?” 

Other than Jianwen and Taizao who opened their eyes wide staring at Yushu, her brother Yutian was 

dumbfounded in surprise as well! 3P?? 

Jianwen’s face twitched slightly. 3P was fun but having 3P with Yushu was something out of his league, 

he didn’t want to die just yet! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, was used to Yushu’s antics. He sat silently, expressionless. 

“Shu, didn’t I warn you not to say stuff like this? Why are you still using such vulgar words?” Mengyao 

was a little angry at Yushu. 

“Yaoyao sis, I didn’t say anything. I said 3P, not sex!” Yushu explained solemnly. 

“It’s the same thing, don’t say stuff like that again.” Mengyao hmphed. 

“Okay, I’ll say it secretly at home,” Yushu whispered. 

“You are not allowed to do that at home too!” Mengyao eyed Yushu, she didn’t want to continue this 

conversation anymore, “Okay, you can start asking Taizao bro question again.” 

Taizao’s heart skipped a beat, it was still Yushu’s turn? Were you serious? However, Yushu voiced out 

before he could comment. 

“Taizao bro, are you still a bedwetter now?” Yushu was no stupid- she knew that something was up with 

Taizao avoiding the question just now. He refused to answer and chose dare instead, so she found that 



he was being suspicious! As far as she was concerned, Taizao might still have his bad habit with him 

even now. So, she had decided to attack him with this sort of question again. 

“We don’t play like that, Shu. This question is similar to the previous question!” Taizao jumped up to his 

senses and fought back. 

Mengyao couldn’t believe that Yushu was such a bad girl. She wasn’t satisfied with messing people once. 

Now she was trying a second attempt. Wasn’t she too merciless? But, Mengyao was curious too. Could 

Taizao still have his bad habit with him now? 

Chapter 634: Same Question 

 

Same Question 

Yutian and Jianwen knew about Taizao’s bad habit from the beginning so they didn’t comment about it. 

Yushu’s constant annoyed Jianwen. This girl was just being too pushy, wasn’t she! 

Yutian smiled wryly. He didn’t know if his sister was lucky to hit the jackpot or she was doing that on 

purpose. 

“This question is different from my question, alright? My previous question was, when did you stop your 

bedwetting and now I’m asking, are you still a bedwetter. Do you get it?” Yushu explained. 

“It’s almost the same…” Taizao’s head started to ache. 

“Taizao bro, you said it yourself, “It’s’ almost the same” meaning it’s different! You may answer now.” 

Yushu said. 

Taizao didn’t realize that he had fallen into Yushu’s trap once again, he smiled bitterly and took up a 

bottle of wine, instead of choosing dare this time. “I refuse to answer this.” 

After drinking down the wine, Taizao panted and slowly recovered from his exhaustion. He quickly asked 

when he saw the annoyed face of Jianwen, “An bro, it’s my turn now, can you please describe your 

dream girl?” 

“Dream girl….” Jianwen was once again hyped up with excitement. It was time for him to confess now. 

He swore to himself that he wouldn’t fall into Yushu’s trap again. Dealing with Yushu required a lot of 

skills! So he had to give his all now: “I wish that she has silky smooth hair, approximately the height of 

165 cm along with a slender body shape, slim waist, gorgeous and innocent. En, it’s exactly like Yaoya….” 

“Okay, Jianwen bro, it’s your turn to ask my brother now! I’ve already prepared a question for Yaoyao 

sis already, hurry!” Jianwen was stopped by Yushu out of a sudden. 

“Wait a minute, I’m not done here!” Jianwen was pissed off. Just what was this girl doing again? 

“You have given the answer that Taizao wanted, he was asking about your dream girl and you have 

already explained thoroughly- it looks exactly like Yaoyao!” Yushu added, “See, you are done with the 

question.” 

“I’m not finished yet. I’ve to explain something….” Jianwen was furious. 



“You still want to explain more? Make it quick then!” Yushu was irritated as she said impatiently. 

“Where did I stop just now?” Jianwen forgot his line because of Yushu’s interjection. 

“You said that your dream is like Yaoyao sis!” Yushu continued, “Okay, Jianwen bro, I wish that you can 

find someone like Yaoyao sis as a girlfriend, do you have anything else to explain?” 

“Eh?” Jianwen was stunned, someone like Yaoyao? He only wanted Mengyao, what was the point of 

finding a person like her? He quickly added, “I mean, I want Yaoyao to be my girlfriend!” 

“Oh… I don’t think that will do, Yaoyao has a person in mind already. Other than that, I don’t even like 

you.” Yushu waved her hand, “Alright, let’s move on!” 

Jianwen’s temper boiled up to the point that his nose was physically deformed. Why was Yushu always 

opposing him? 

But with Yushu’s interference, he couldn’t continue his confession anymore, could he? “Fine, move on 

to the next round, Yutian bro, do you still want to marry Song Lingshan as a wife?” 

“Not really, haha. I feel like my hope is getting slimmer and slimmer because of the difference in our 

power.” Yutian shook his head and said faintly, he wasn’t trying to avoid answering it in the slightest. 

So the question ended like that, it was Yutian’s turn to ask Yushu now. 

Yutian was really thinking of a question for his sister now. He had basically asked everything he wanted, 

and his sister was still the same old sister when he left, silly and stupid. 

“Right, back in those days, you and Yaoyao buried something underground. What secret was that?” 

Yutian had wanted to ask his sister that question since then but her face went flushed and refused to 

answer back then. 

Mengyao, on the other hand, was also avoiding the question as well. He was curious about that box. He 

wondered what secret was hidden in the tiny box, even until he left for military training, the girls were 

still unwilling to tell her. 

“That box? It’s nothing, just a promise between me and Yaoyao sis!” Yushu wasn’t the embarrassed old 

self anymore. Her personality had changed after all these years. 

“Promise? What promise?” Yutian asked. 

Meanwhile, Jianwen was staring at Yushu with wide eyes. He was disinterested with other people’s 

affair but after hearing that Mengyao was involved, he became very focused on the question, very 

interested to know the answer. 

“Our promise was to marry the same guy in the future. Yaoyao sis will be the main wife and I’ll be the 

second wife!” Yushu said proudly. 

“Shu, stop messing around!” Mengyao flushed slightly. What was this promise? She had no idea why she 

promised her back then. The only reason she took that stupid promise was just to be with Shu forever. 

Now that they were grown up, she couldn’t help but find the promise childish. How was this promise 

possible? 



Would Shu really marry the same guy as her? Even if Mengyao agreed on the promise, what would her 

future boyfriend think? Would he be terrified by the joke? At this point, Mengyao had no idea what was 

she thinking, but there was an image appearing in her mind….. And that person was Lin Yi? Why did Lin 

Yi come to her mind? If Shu were to marry Lin Yi, it wasn’t a bad decision. Since he was the only one that 

could endure Yushu’s antics. Even after living under the same roof for such a period of time, he didn’t 

seem to be angry or annoyed at Yushu’s behavior. 

Yutian couldn’t believe his own ears. Just what was going on in his sister’s head? She had already made 

an oath or promise for that thing at such a young age? The main wife and second wife thing she 

mentioned earlier, could it really be a promise between them? She really wanted to be with Mengyao 

that much, even to an extent that she would allow herself to be the second wife? It was just too 

unbelievable. The promise itself defied logic. 

House Chen would never agree on this marriage since it opposed the benefits and greatly damage the 

status of House Chen. How could the Miss from House Chen be the second wife? There was no way her 

grandfather would approve it. 

Naturally, if the man was very powerful, even all the noble houses were fighting for it, no doubt Yushu 

stood a chance in becoming a second wife but having a man this powerful right now was extremely rare. 

Of course, the man must be able to look through Yushu’s behavior and only focus on the good ones, but 

was it possible? 

Yutian was afraid that the man might die from being trolled so much before he could enjoy the privilege 

of owning a second wife. 

Somehow his gaze was fixed on Lin Yi. Suddenly, he thought that his instructor had enough qualifications 

to take Yushu as his second wife. He was indeed a perfect match for his sister, wasn’t he? 

Chapter 635: Go Kiss Shield Bro 

 

Go Kiss Shield Bro 

Yutian didn’t know why Lin Yi had become Mengyao’s and Yushu’s follower out of a sudden. His 

appearance was still an unknown mystery to him. Could it be that someone was controlling the back 

scene? Did someone place the girls with him? 

Who was their target? Mengyao or Yushu? 

From Yutian’s perspective, he wished that his instructor would go for his sister since he could get closer 

to Lin Yi. Also, Lin Yi fit House Chen’s requirements! 

Lin Yi was at the peak phase of a mid golden class master during his training days. Even then, he was so 

close, almost touching the wall of the late phase, already. But now, after so many years, he should 

already be a late phase golden class master already, shouldn’t he? 

Yutian couldn’t figure out Lin Yi’s true strength. With his current strength, he could very much be the 

strongest and youngest person among the noble houses. Such strength was rare, so Yushu could really 

end up being his second wife. 



Meanwhile, Jianwen’s head was throbbing in pain; He couldn’t believe that Yushu had made a promise 

with Mengyao at such a young age. Marrying Yushu? Wasn’t that the same thing as self-torture? 

Jianwen had to figure out a plan for his future. He had to break Yushu and Mengyao up! If he didn’t, he 

could never be with Mengyao. He couldn’t allow Yushu to be his second wife? He didn’t have the 

courage to do that just yet! 

Even if he was the boss of the organ trafficking crime organization, he only had one heart. One heart 

that couldn’t take any more heavy attacks from Yushu. It might burst due to the pressure one day, who 

knew? 

Secondly, Jianwen wasn’t worthy enough for Yushu. Her background and status were far too superior. 

He wouldn’t be able to make Yutian agree to the marriage, much less her parents! Yushu’s future 

husband had to be at least the heir of the great noble houses or an S-class master. 

“Yeah, my turn!” Yushu didn’t give much thought about their reactions as she continued, “Yaoyao sis, 

it’s finally my turn to ask you now. I’m gonna start now. Are you ready? Who did you give your first kiss 

to? 

After asking the question, Yushu couldn’t hold back her laughter, “Lalala, Hahahaha!” 

“First kiss?” Mengyao furrowed her eyebrows. She thought of Lin Yi suddenly. She looked at the Yushu’s 

cunning face. She knew that Yushu must have been planning something, but she didn’t want to answer 

the question or take on the punishment since she had drunk too much. Her head was a little dizzy, “I 

refuse to answer that. I’ll go with “dare” then.” 

“Wee, awesome. Yaoyao sis, you are the second person to pick “dare”. I’m gonna give an order now!” 

Yushu said excitedly, “Yaoyao sis, I demand you to kiss Shield bro, now!” 

“!!” Mengyao glared at Yushu. “I’m not doing that!” 

“Don’t be shy. You already give your first kiss to Shield bro anyway. It’s the same!” Yushu said with a 

straight face. 

“Shu!”, Mengyao was enraged. She glared daggers at Yushu, “Are you done with your game? Aren’t you 

going a little overboard!?” 

“Huh, isn’t it normal? He’s even kissed me before. It’s totally normal!” Yushu said. 

Jianwen, who was sitting across them, frowned. Mengyao’s first kiss was with Lin Yi? Was that a joke? 

However, Mengyao’s reaction told him that it was true since she didn’t directly deny it. She only asked 

Yushu to behave and not to go overboard! 

He thought back to Yushu’s question, “Who did you give your first kiss to?” 

Mengyao chose not to answer the question. This meant that Mengyao must have lost her first kiss to 

someone but refused to answer! Otherwise, she would have replied “No”. That would be the simpler 

answer? 



Could it be that Mengyao and Lin Yi have some sort of intimate relationship? Jianwen’s face turned 

extraordinarily ugly from the thought. His suspicion skyrocketed when he learned that Lin Yi had stolen 

Mengyao’s first kiss. Were they really doing lewd things under the same roof? All three of them? 

Jianwen had reached his limit. He couldn’t contain his composure anymore. He wanted to flip the table 

right here, right now! Lin Yi was basically stealing his girl away and making fun of him like a monkey. He 

acted like he was his spy, but he just stole Mengyao away. It pissed him off to a great extent! Jianwen 

had an almost overwhelming impulse to kill Lin Yi! 

Yutian, on the other hand, was astonished. Lin Yi had kissed his own sister? He had even kissed Mengyao 

before? Just what was their relationship? Was Lin Yi still considered a follower now? 

Although Yutian was suspicious of their relationship, he didn’t find anything out of place. Knowing that 

Pengzhan was well-aware of the whole situation and wasn’t taking action against it, put him at ease. He 

believed that Pengzhan must have everything planned out himself. 

To tell the truth, if Lin Yi could accept his sister, Yutian wouldn’t be against their marriage. In fact, he 

would be overjoyed. That was his initial idea, after all. But in this scenario, Mengyao was involved. Of 

course, if his sister didn’t mind sharing a man with her, he wouldn’t comment about it. 

“Enough of your games, Shu. Stop joking,” Lin Yi said. 

He saw that Mengyao was about to explode, and he butted in to save her from trouble, “I’m just an 

observer in this game, so don’t include me in it. Shu, perhaps you can choose another “dare” for 

Yaoyao?” 

“Okay, let’s end it here!” Jianwen was unable to hold back his anger anymore. He wanted to kill Lin Yi so 

badly, but Yutian and Taizhou were beside him, so he couldn’t show his anger. However, starting from 

now, he had decided not to sit at the same table with Lin Yi anymore. 

Jianwen stood up and left the room, without looking back. Taizhao glanced at Yutian but remained silent 

as he followed Jianwen out of the room. Yutian sighed coldly. The Songshan Big Four had come to an 

end as well. This dinner was their last meal together, and their friendship vanished into the thin air. 

The only thing left was the bond between Jianwen and Taizhou. 

Yutian had something to deal with after dinner. Although he had missed his sister deeply and wished to 

follow her back to the villa, as well as interact with Lin Yi more, Yutian had something to deal with after 

dinner. Although he had missed his sister deeply and wished to follow her back to the villa, as well as 

interact with Lin Yi more, he was afraid that Lin Yi might not happy with his idea, so he gave up on that 

thought. 

It was better to act natural. Since Lin Yi had become his sister’s and Yaoyao’s follower, there was always 

time for them to meet. 

They parted and said their farewells at the entrance of the hotel. Before leaving, Yutian gazed at Lin Yi 

respectfully. As usual, Lin Yi ignored him completely. He acted professionally, like a follower of the girls. 

He drove Mengyao’s Audi S5 to the entrance, picked the girls up, and left for the villa. 



After seeing his sister off, he left the hotel. Initially, he had wanted to warn Lin Yi about Jianwen. 

Knowing Jianwen was vengeful, he would cause troubles for him. The dinner tonight had taken a great 

toll on Jianwen. He was publicly ashamed too. Only revenge would come after him. 

However, he remembered how strong his instructor was. His warning would be useless to a person like 

Lin Yi. 

Yutian shook his head and left. 

Meanwhile, Lin Yi was driving the girls back to the villa’s direction. 

Chapter 636: Song Lingsan Was Caught 

 

Song Lingshan Was Caught 

“Shu, what’s gotten into you? Are you drunk? You were being unreasonable just now!” Mengyao voiced 

up. “Yes, I admit that I’m slightly irritated by Jianwen, but your brother was still around. How could you 

say something like that!” 

“Oh, I’m not drunk” Yushu shook her head. “I thought that you were sad so I wanted to cheer you up….” 

Mengyao startled. She didn’t expect this answer at all. All the things that Yushu did today were for her. 

She was cheering her up. She couldn’t help but feel her heart grow warm. She hugged Yushu close to 

her, “Shu, thank you!” 

“Oh, it’s nothing!” Yushu shook her head, “When Yaoyao sis is upset, naturally, it’s my responsibility to 

make you happy!” 

“En, Shu, you are being too nice to me!” Mengyao was touched. 

“Yeah, make me the second wife in the future!” Yushu said. 

“Ha, okay. Let’s stay together forever. We will be soulmates for the rest of our lives!” Mengyao nodded. 

This was her first time answering Yushu’s idiotic question directly. 

Lin Yi was driving the Misses back home, and he acted like the conversation was none of his business. In 

fact, he heard everything, but he couldn’t find any words to say to them. Persuading the Misses would 

be futile. 

After reaching the villa, Mengyao and Yushu held onto each others’ hands, went upstairs, and had a 

girl’s talk, leaving Lin Yi alone. 

…. 

After the meeting, Lingshan decided to infiltrate the crime organization by using one of her spies. 

Solving the case would be easy if someone could provide them information! The case wouldn’t go 

anywhere if they could only catch the small fry. 



This type of arresting method was called the release of U.F.O. Why was it called U.F.O? Because it was 

an unknown mystery. Even if the criminals were caught, they wouldn’t understand the person’s 

background. 

As the captain of the team, Lingshan volunteered herself to be the spy. There were heavy 

responsibilities resting on her shoulders. She couldn’t just allow anyone to go, could she? 

Besides, she was the strongest in the team. If they sent her, they would have a higher rate of success in 

accomplishing the mission. 

Although many squad leaders opposed her decision, they couldn’t do anything about Lingshan’s 

determination. Nobody could stop her. They could only wish for the best and protect her from the 

sidelines. 

Consequently, Lingshan camouflaged herself as a rural woman who was rushing back home from the 

village. 

“Biaozi, a woman is heading this direction. Shall we?” Two hunks were whispering behind the haystack. 

“It should be no problem. Our boss demanded us to get at least one today. Finally, our prey has 

appeared after a half day!” A hunk called Biaozi nodded, “Ma bro, we will approach her when she gets 

closer!” 

Another hunk called Ma bro nodded, “F*** yes. Let’s just catch her! How else will we get alcohol and 

women if we don’t act now?” 

Meanwhile, Lingshan already sensed the danger behind the haystack. She was a golden class master, 

after all. Her sensitivity was far superior to that of commoners. However, she remained still. Her role 

had changed this time. She was supposed to be caught by them, not the other way around. Once she 

was captured, she would be able to infiltrate their base and catch everything in one go! 

She had planned to act as a rural woman until they brought her to their base. She would counterattack 

at the last minute, giving them a surprise attack. 

“Go!” Ma bro motioned his hand. 

The hunks jumped out from the haystack, one holding on Lingshan’s left arm and another holding on her 

right. 

“Ah, what are you guys doing. Help!” Lingshan cried. 

Ma bro and Biaozi looked at each other and smiled coldly. This was a cramped and deserted area. Even if 

she were to use a speaker, no one would hear her! Although they were doing this in Bin village, they 

didn’t do it in a crowded area. Who knew what would happen when the villagers heard people 

screaming for help! How could both of them win over the whole village? 

As a precaution, they had picked an area with a narrow passage. Few people would pass by here unless 

they were rushing home. 



The duo had to actually be lucky to find someone passing by here. If they were unlucky, they had to 

kidnap the villagers by force in the night. It might have been dangerous, but would have been midnight. 

Not many people would be alarmed at that time. 

Little did they know that, after a few hours of hunting, they would be this lucky to find a woman passing 

this narrow passage. This opportunity was as rare as a hen’s tooth! They didn’t care what Lingshan was 

doing. One of them just gave her a heavy hit on the neck, making her unconscious. 

However, Lingshan wasn’t passed out. It was all an act to trick the hunks. If a golden class master were 

this weak, then they wouldn’t be called golden class anymore, would they? 

Lingshan was dragged by the hunks into a van. They started the engine and headed towards the city’s 

direction swiftly. 

After approximately 30 minutes journey, Lingshan was sent to an abandoned factory far away from the 

city. It was the exact opposite of the previous location. 

However, Lingshan knew that she was just located here temporarily. This was not the crime syndicate, 

but it was only one of the pick-up points. The two hunks were only responsible for kidnapping people. 

Another person in charge would bring her to the surgery room, where the main crime syndicate was. 

Lingshan was thrown into the basement after being sent to the abandoned factory. Soon after, the 

hunks went to claim their reward excitedly. 

On the other hand, the person who was supposed to keep an eye on Lingshan had a gloomy face. His 

nose as sharp as an eagle’s beak and his eyelids were extremely heavy. He looked like an opium addict. 

That man with the sharp nose had a good look at Lingshan. He found out that she was extraordinarily 

pretty. Her face took his breath away. He couldn’t believe that a farmer lady could be this pretty! 

Besides that, she didn’t look old either. She was probably still single and not married yet. 

The sharp-nosed guy was stunned. He looked at Lingshan with lust in his eyes, but he regained his 

composure after a while and made a phone call. 

“Tattooed bro, we’ve got a fat sheep here.” the guy whispered. He was afraid of waking Lingshan up. He 

didn’t know that Lingshan was awake from the very beginning. 

“Oh, that’s good. I’m going to send someone over there now.” the person on the other side of the 

phone was Jianwen’s loyal dog, Tattooed guy. “You guys were pretty fast this time! Good job and keep 

up the good work. We need more fat sheep!” 

Chapter 637: You Caught Her? 

 

You Caught Her? 

“Of course, bro, I’ve already sent them out hunting!” the sharp nose guy said cautiously. He knew his 

men the best. They would never work after completing their daily task. They only had one direction to 

go after getting their reward, which was the bar. They were lucky to have one prey for the whole day. 

Why would they go through all the waiting again if they had the money for alcohol? He quickly changed 



the topic, “By the way, tattooed guy, this fat sheep over here is a fabulous looking girl, she’s probably 

still a ******! You may enjoy your night later….” 

“Oh? Is that so? Alright,” The tattooed guy answered faintly, giving nothing away. 

The sharp-nosed guy didn’t know that the tattooed guy had a boss. He had always thought that the 

tattooed guy was the brain of the whole crime organization, so he offered Lingshan to him. 

After he ended the call, the tattooed guy walked towards Jianwen, “Wen bro, we’ve captured a target. 

They said that she’s a fine girl too, probably still a ******. Do you want to…” 

“Oh?” Jianwen raised his eyebrows, his eyes filled with anger and frustration. He was looking for a 

channel to unleash his fury. Just when he was at his lowest point, he heard his follower caught him a 

pretty girl. This delighted him instantly, “Bring her here.” 

Although Jianwen’s followers were on a totally different tier, they were paid handsomely so attending 

some fancy clubs wasn’t an issue at all. They had seen plenty of pretty girls in the club, but if they were 

offering a girl to their boss, she must have her own unique qualities of her own. She must be like an 

extraordinary rare gem! 

The tattooed guy sent his man to the pick-up point where Lingshan was located, and soon Lingshan was 

delivered to the HQ and was locked in a jail-like room. 

Stunning! That was the first impression the tattooed guy thought when he saw Lingshan. Other than her 

perfectly smooth skin, she had an hourglass body. All of her curves were flawlessly sexy. She was one in 

a million! His experience told him that this girl was still probably a ******, no doubt. She was ideal for 

Jianwen to mess with for the night. 

However, Lingshan’s exceptionally beautiful face seemed familiar to the tattooed guy. He felt like he had 

seen her somewhere before but nothing came to mind. 

After locking Lingshan up in their prison, he returned to Jianwen’s side and whispered: “Wen bro, 

everything is ready to go, and she’s indeed a rare gem! But, her face seems familiar. I think I’ve seen her 

somewhere before….” 

The tattooed guy was a cautious man. He wouldn’t let any details slip away from his sight that easily. 

How else could he manage this crime organization until now if he was careless? Everyone had to think 

that he was the person in charge even if it was really Jianwen. 

“Seen her before? What do you mean?” Jianwen frowned and asked, “Is she your old friend?” 

“I don’t think I know her, but her face just seems familiar to me. We might have seen her somewhere 

before.” the tattooed guy shook his head, “I ain’t-a local here. I shouldn’t know her, should I?” 

“I see.” Jianwen hesitated, “Why not you show me her face through the CCTV camera, and I’ll have a 

good look at it myself.” 

“Yes Wen bro!” the tattooed guy nodded and turned on the tv to show him the current situation of the 

prison. The CCTV cameras were linked to Jianwen’s TV in his room, so he was able to observe the prison 

clearly. 



Lingshan was still lying on the ground, not moving as if she had passed out. However, she had given a 

quick glance and observed her surroundings secretly. There were a few CCTV cameras in the prison. She 

knew that she was being kept under surveillance with the CCTV around her. So, in order to seduce her 

enemy, she had to act like she was still unconscious. 

This was supposed to be the HQ right? Lingshan wondered if Wangli and her team had pinpointed the 

location with her signal. 

“Gosh, we’ve lost Captain Song’s track!” Wangli panicked and stared at the surveillance screen with an 

open mouth. 

Before Lingshan went on the mission, she brought along a signal emitter. With the emitter, her team 

would be able to pinpoint her exact location with the tracker. This was the easiest way for them to 

completely destroy the crime organization’s HQ! 

However, Lingshan’s signal disappeared after the first pick-up point! Could something hideous have 

happened to her in the process? 

Wangli had a very stressful face, and the people beside him had the same face too. 

They were all worried sick about Lingshan as they stared at the screen….. 

The tattooed guy was no idiot. He had been working in this field for quite some time. Naturally, he had 

something up his sleeves! He’d set up a device in the car that could interfere with the emitter’s signal. 

Of course, the HQ had the same device too. Only a special network line was able to call through. Other 

than that, even a normal phone’s network was blocked. 

Needless to say, Jianwen’s phone was modified, he was able to receive calls. 

They opened the surveillance screen, and the image started to form. They slowly focused on Lingshan’s 

face. Jianwen couldn’t help but curse out loud when he saw Lingshan’s appearance, “F***!” 

“What’s wrong, Wen bro?” the tattooed guy was surprised to see Jianwen’s aggressive reaction. “Wen 

bro, you know her?” 

“How could I not know her? Song Lingshan! Captain of Songshan’s criminal police team!” Jianwen 

widened his eyes, “This is Yutian’s woman, why did you guys kidnap her?” 

“Ah? You can’t be serious right? Captain of the criminal police team?” the tattooed guy was stunned, 

but he remembered that he had seen the girl’s face somewhere before. So she was the captain of the 

criminal police team? She had been making an appearance on the TV. The tattooed guy must have seen 

her once or twice just yet but he couldn’t remember her because she had just replaced Huaijian’s place 

not long ago. 

But, things had turned south. They couldn’t just reverse time. Now that the tattooed guy was at fault, he 

wondered if Jianwen would give him the death penalty? 

The tattooed guy had witnessed Jianwen’s mercilessness and brutality. He only had fear and anxiety on 

his mind right now. Although Jianwen was all gentlemanly on the outside, he knew that he was actually 

a ruthless person. For example, Jianwen’s brother used to spend money, buying people’s kidney, but 

Jianwen was literally kidnapping people and taking their kidneys! 



Recalling back at Jianwen’s rival, Pinliang, his kidney was cut because of that. Just how vicious could this 

guy be? How could someone be so merciless in dealing with their love rival? 

The tattooed guy couldn’t help but sweat. He was afraid of losing his fragile life here and now. Jianwen 

wouldn’t just kill him off to take off his anger, would he? He had planned to improve his mood by 

sending him a pretty girl, but things went wrong. A captain of the criminal police team came up out of 

nowhere. Wasn’t he asking for a death wish himself? 

“Wen bro, sorry…. I know this is all my fault. If something were to happen to this organization, I’d gladly 

step down…..” the tattooed guy said cautiously with a sorrowful face. 

Chapter 638: Give Them A Warning 

 

Give Them A Warning 

Jianwen waved his hand and smiled faintly, “It’s ok.” 

“Wen bro, what do you mean? Are we still going with the plan? Are you still trying her out?” The 

Tattooed guy paused. He didn’t know that Jianwen was this brave. Even the police were his prey? 

“Of course not!” Jianwen continued, “She knows me. I don’t want to dig my own grave so soon. Besides, 

she’s Yutian’s woman. How could I touch her?” 

“So what are you planning, Wen bro?”, The tattooed guy looked at Jianwen with suspicious eyes. 

“Since the police like to stick their butt into our business so much, let’s show them our true colors. They 

should know that we’re something that they shouldn’t be messing with!” Jianwen laughed dryly. “What 

do you think will happen if they found out that their captain lost one of her kidneys?” 

“Ha, that would be a huge embarrassment!”, the tattooed guy laughed. 

“Yeah, it’s the perfect opportunity to give them a lesson. It’s a warning for them to stop messing with 

the wrong person. They should be able to learn their lessons, or else.” Jianwen continued, “Release the 

knock out gas in the prison, kill her senses and consciousness completely!” 

“Oh?”, the tattooed guy paused, “Knock her out?” 

“From what I know, this Song Lingshan is a golden class master. None of my men would be even able to 

challenge her!” Jianwen explained, “This girl must acting as a spy to infiltrate our base. She’s hiding her 

true strength and will give us a surprise counterattack. Shall we grant her wish by keeping her in the 

prison until we cut out her kidney!” 

“Alright, I know what to do!” tattooed guy nodded quickly. Jianwen was really a merciless person. How 

could he just heartlessly cut such a stunning beauty’s kidney away?! Besides, this wasn’t an ordinary girl 

either! 

“Wait a minute. Inform the men in our current stronghold to leave immediately. We will be using 

stronghold number 3 starting from tomorrow. Just abandon our current one,” Jianwen stopped the 



tattooed guy who was about to leave. “Song Lingshan must have a signal emitter with her! Our current 

stronghold is probably exposed!” 

“Yes!” the tattooed guy answered and left. 

Looking at the back of the tattooed guy, Jianwen shook his head lightly. “Oh Yutian bro, Yutian bro. I’m 

truly sorry for what is going to happen to your woman later. You can’t blame me for this. Blame yourself 

for choosing such a troublesome girl to fall for. If she were to follow you back home and be an obedient 

girl, she wouldn’t have to lose a kidney for no reason, would she?” 

However, Lingshan was a minor interruption. Jianwen didn’t really care about her at all! Removing one 

of her kidneys would allow for two possibilities, the police would either give up on them or get very 

pissed at them. 

Even though, the police might try to go all out in destroying them, what could they do? They didn’t even 

know where their HQ was located. Sending their captain as a spy was their best bed but this plan was 

destined to fall apart now. 

Therefore, Jianwen wasn’t troubled by this at all. He was a merciless person. He couldn’t really care 

about the consequences. The only thing that troubled him was Lin Yi now! How could he just snatch 

Mengyao away from him? Jianwen was furious. Just what did the thief think he was doing, messing with 

Mengyao and Yushu? 

Jianwen didn’t believe that Mengyao and Lin Yi had a pure relationship. They had even kissed before. 

There wasn’t anything they couldn’t do, was there? He had already planned to marry Mengyao as his 

wife, so he wouldn’t allow Lin Yi to get an inch closer to her now! 

The feelings Jianwen held towards Mengyao had transformed from love to perversion. He had a dream 

of having Mengyao being his wife since he was young! However, all these years, he had been playing 

with different types of girls, from local to international. All of them were tremendously stunning, but 

nothing pleased him like Mengyao. 

Even if Mengyao already had a sexual relationship with Lin Yi, Jianwen still wanted to possess her. No 

matter what happened, he had to get her at all cost! Of course, if Mengyao was still a virgin, then 

Jianwen would forgive her and forget about her wrongdoings. 

“Lin Yi, hmmm how should I play with you?” Jianwen smirked wickedly. He always made this crooked 

smile when he was thinking of doing evil things. “Since you want to join the game that badly, I’ll invite 

you to play. Your kidney is mine now.” 

Wangli felt like something was wrong when they lost their captain’s signal. He took immediate action. 

He directly sent the team to where Lingshan’s signal was last found. It was a deserted place, and there 

was an abandoned factory not far from the main road. 

However, they found nothing! There wasn’t a single person in the abandoned factory. It seemed like 

they were successful in escaping since they left this place on time. 

Because the lightbulbs in the factory were still warm, it meant that people had recently been here, and, 

there were a lot of instant noodle packages along with some worn out string as well. 



To them, the crime organization seemed to be way too organized. They had taken precautions to the 

next level! This was what concerned Wangli the most. Their enemies were someone who was aware of 

Lingshan’s real identity. Her signal emitter was also probably destroyed by them, no doubt. 

After thinking about it, Wangli felt that there was an urge to contact deputy executive director, Huaijun. 

“Director Yang, I’m Liu Wangli from the criminal police team. Are you perhaps resting now?” it was 

twelve midnight now. Wangli was afraid that Huaijun was already on the bed resting. 

“Yeah, what’s wrong?” after Huaijun started consuming the eastern medicine like Lin Yi instructed, his 

body started to heal up. He didn’t feel any pain anymore. He could even fall asleep at night without the 

help of the painkillers, so he didn’t feel any discomfort when he was woken up by Wangli. 

“Director Yang, I think Captain Song is in trouble….” Wangli said cautiously. 

“Trouble? What trouble? Explain it!” his senses were refreshed when Huaijun heard that Lingshan was in 

trouble. His sleepiness had all vanished into the thin air as he stood up and started questioning. 

“It was like this…. Captain Song was certain that she could locate the HQ of the crime organization, 

so….” Wangli explained everything to Huaijun in details from being a spy to infiltrating to getting caught. 

“Who approved that request? Why didn’t you guys ask me first?” Huijuan was furious after listening to 

the explanation. 

“It was Captain Song’s decision. I thought that… she had asked permission from you…..” Wangli sweated. 

He was just a small leader in the team. If Lingshan, as the Captain, didn’t report this to Huaijun, he 

couldn’t do that as well, could he? 

“Wait for a second, I’m on my way now!” Huaijun felt helpless. He was angry and worried for Lingshan, 

but at the same time, just what did this Lingshan think she was doing? Acting like a hero? Infiltrating the 

enemy’s HQ? Did she really think that she was that strong? 

Chapter 639: Please Help ! 

 

Please Help! 

Huaijun ended the call, rinsed his face with water, and rushed to the police station…. 

However, Huaijun going to the police station wouldn’t be much of a help. Knowing her last signal’s 

location didn’t really give them a guess on where Lingshan was located now. The trash left behind in the 

abandoned factory wasn’t worthy enough to be used as evidence! 

The criminals were way too organized and cunning. They had no openings at all. The police couldn’t do 

anything now since they had lost connection with Lingshan. 

Although Huaijun was restless, he had no choice! They could only wait for the criminals to contact them 

now. The enemies seemed to have notice Lingshan’s real identity, but they still kidnapped her to their 

base anyway. Their objective was pretty obvious here. They were trying to threaten the police team and 

threaten them using their captain as a hostage in their base. 



Despite all that, the police team still had to be patient in waiting for their enemies’ call. 

“This lil Song was in so much trouble. She just couldn’t stop making people worry about her?” Huaijun 

rubbed his eyes. He was discussing the case with the entire team for the whole night so he was 

extremely exhausted now. 

But, compared to his previous body condition, he was so much better after consuming Lin Yi’s medicine. 

The effects were starting to become obvious. He couldn’t stand staying up late before, but he was fine 

now. Other than tiredness, he didn’t feel any discomfort at all! Of course, being worn-out after an entire 

sleepless night was normal. Even a normal and healthy person who didn’t get rest would feel 

uncomfortable. 

Lin Yi? Speaking of Lin Yi, he might have some ideas, wouldn’t he? Perhaps only Lin Yi was capable of 

finding Lingshan now, wasn’t he? The problem was whether would he offer his help or choose not to 

interfere. 

Huaijun smiled bitterly. It seemed Lin Yi was needed again. After a short hesitation, he took out his 

phone and called Lin Yi. 

“Hello, lil Yi?” Huaijun felt wrong every time he called Lin Yi “Lil Yi” because he used to call him “eagle” 

or “captain”. Lil Yi this name was just too strange for him. 

“Jun bro, yeah?” Lin Yi went to the hospital to pick Tang Yin up. He received Huaijun’s phone call when 

he was about to start the engine. 

“Lil Song is probably captured by the kidney trafficking organization,” Huaijun went straight to the point. 

“Oh, it’s normal for the tigress-like girl to be caught.” Lin Yi didn’t find this news surprising. He would 

have found it odd if Lingshan didn’t encounter any problems. If he knew that Lingshan would be so 

stubborn and aggressive, he wouldn’t have tipped her off with any information. 

“She’s a little aggressive, indeed, but y’know young people….” Huaijun smiled wryly, “So things started 

off like this, she got some reliable tip-off from someone, knowing the exact location of the next target, 

and…” 

“Oh, I knew about that, I was the one who told her about the village.” Lin Yi interrupted Huaijun, “Did 

she try to be a hero, infiltrate the enemy’s base alone, and get caught by enemy?” 

“You…. you guess it all by yourself?” Huaijun was astonished. He didn’t think that Lin Yi would be 

involved with this case. As far as he was concerned, Lin Yi and Lingshan seemed to be very close in some 

ways. They even had a unique relationship, hadn’t they? Lin Yi probably wouldn’t reject saving her now, 

would he? 

“It’s simple.” Lin Yi smiled. Lingshan acting like this wasn’t something out of the blue to him, “So why are 

you looking for me?” 

“Can you perhaps help us in finding her or even better, rescuing her?” with Huaijun’s and Lin Yi’s current 

relationship, Huaijun got directly to the point. 

“I’ll try.” Lin Yi had a headache. This Lingshan was really a troublemaker. His hands were already always 

occupied with the girls, and here came another troublemaker. Just how busy could he be? He had 



wanted to turn down the request but since it was Huaijun who requested it, he couldn’t reject him, 

could he? In fact, he didn’t have any reasons to decline. 

“Thanks,” Huaijun replied. He was relieved that Lin Yi promised to offer his help. Now that Lin Yi had 

agreed to help, there wasn’t anything to be worried about anymore. Lin Yi was a man with honor. He 

wouldn’t go back against his words and would always strive for his best in achieving the goals. 

“Ha, okay I got to go, I’ll think about it.” Lin Yi didn’t say much as he ended the call. 

Now that his mission was to identify Lingshan’s location and save her out from danger, Lin Yi had no 

choice but to start getting information from Jianwen, had he? Jianwen cutting people’s kidney didn’t 

really concern him at all. In fact, if he caught Jianwen cutting people’s kidney red-handed, he was certain 

that he wouldn’t give two shits about it. 

However, things got complicated now. Lingshan was involved and while he didn’t like Jianwen very 

much, he had decided to eradicate Jianwen for good since the Miss hated him too. 

“What’s wrong? Is everything fine?” Tang Yin who was just beside of Lin Yi heard the exchange, but she 

was puzzled and just asked out of concern. 

“It’s nothing. My friend was asking me to look for his lost friend.” Lin Yi explained. “Just ignore it. Show 

me your forehead.” 

“It’s almost fully recovered….” Tang Yin blushed, lowered her head, and hid her eyes from looking into 

Lin Yi’s eyes directly. 

“Ha, not bad. Luckily there’s no trace of a scar at all. You are still as pretty as ever.” Lin Yi was satisfied 

with his own product. 

“So what if I have scars on my forehead. Would you still want me?” Tang Yin wanted to know the 

answer to this question. 

“You are taking this matter too seriously. Even if you have scars, I can still remove it,” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh….” Tang Yin was a little disappointed. She couldn’t get the answer she wanted. She was unsure of 

Lin Yi’s feelings towards her. Was he in love with her because of her face? Or was it because of 

something else? She didn’t know and that question was bugging inside her. It didn’t feel good in the 

slightest. 

However, Lin Yi was being Lin Yi again. He didn’t notice the disappointment in Tang Yin’s face. 

“Right, how’s the relocation project in the slums going?” Lin Yi asked. 

“It stopped working temporarily. Liu Xinwen said that there’s no news just yet. Many people in the 

slums are still observing….” Tang Yin couldn’t help but smile, “They thought that the Qibing skyscraper 

was leveled because of the quality, so most of them have lost faith in them and refused to sell their 

house even if Qibing industries were to trade them with a brand new building.” 

“Haha, okay let’s put them aside then.” Lin Yi was disinterested with the relocation project and Qibing’s 

action but when Qing returned with his relocation project, he would gladly come back and pay him a 

visit. 



“Why didn’t you go to school with your employer?” Tang Yin’s was still defensive against the Misses. 

“They’ve got people sending them there,” Lin Yi shrugged his shoulders. 

“Oh, then when are you going to end this job of yours?” Tang Yin asked. 

“I don’t know, I’ve to wait for my old man’s answer,” Lin Yi shook his head. “Why does it feel like you are 

against them?” 

“No, I’m not!” Tang Yin said adamantly. 

After reaching the school, they walked into the school together and parted in front of class nine. Most of 

the people in the school were aware of their relationship so Tang Yin didn’t find the need to hide the 

fact it from the crowd. Instead, now that Mengyao and Yushu were officially joining the game, Tang Yin 

thought that she had to gear up and put on a better performance. 

Her instincts told her that things weren’t as simple as Lin Yi described. Although Lin Yi said that they 

were just his employers, Tang Yin was certain that the Misses’ attitude and reaction that night were out 

of place. It wasn’t just an employer’s and employee’s relationship there! 

Chapter 640: Tang Yin’s Sense of Danger 

 

Tang Yin’s Sense of Danger 

If Mengyao didn’t like Lin Yi, there was no way she would destroy her own reputation, would she? After 

all, she was born in a wealthy family, the Miss of House Chu. How could she just say something so 

senseless? 

There was only one possibility, she was in love with Lin Yi. That was why she could say things like that! 

Especially the last line she declared beside Tang Yin’s ear. She said that she would go all out in chasing 

Lin Yi! This made Tang Yin raise her guard greatly. 

Tang Yin didn’t know how should she fight with Mengyao. She didn’t even know if she should be fighting 

with Mengyao because everything depended on Lin Yi. He would choose his girlfriend, after all. Tang Yin 

wouldn’t feel so insecure if Lin Yi didn’t like Mengyao at all, but his feelings towards Mengyao was 

mixed. It was somehow flirtatious at times. As for Yushu, she believed that he had feelings for Yushu as 

well. 

This was what terrified Tang Yin the most. Her position could be taken by the Misses. No matter how 

strong you were, living under the same roof would make people grow fond of each other. Tang Yin could 

only move forward. 

Lin Yi got into his class. He looked at his empty desk and thought of Feng Xiaoxiao. 

It had been a while since they met. He had returned from Yanjing for a few days, yet he still couldn’t find 

Xiaoxiao anywhere in the classroom. Could she still be in Yanjing? 



Lin Yi wanted to send Xiaoxiao a text message to check on her. Their relationship wasn’t extreme 

anymore after the three days in Yanjing. However, as he thought of Xiaoxiao’s attitude, Lin Yi put his 

phone back into his pocket. He refrained himself from texting her. 

Who knew if she would think of a stupid idea to prank Lin Yi if he texted her first? 

At the same time, Lin Yi’s phone vibrated. It was a message from Xiaoxiao, “Lin Yi, why aren’t you 

contacting me? Am I not in your heart anymore?” 

Lin Yi didn’t know if he should be laughing or crying at the message. He didn’t know how to reply to her. 

He thought about it and texted back, “I’ve been busy. When are you coming back?” 

Xiaoxiao was lazing around the hospital bed, doing body check-up. Tianlong had returned and was 

keeping Xiaoxiao company. 

“Xiaoxiao, is that your friend?” Tianlong was surprised to see his daughter texting others. He knew that 

his daughter didn’t have many friends, and it was a friend she could text with, no less! She only had 

some car racing friends, and they would definitely not text her and treat her sincerely like a real friend. 

“Oh, it’s Lin Yi, you’ve seen him before.” Xiaoxiao wasn’t trying to hide anything. 

“Lin Yi?” Tianlong’s eyes flashed. “Are you a good friend of his?” 

“Not bad.” Xiaoxiao was irritated by Lin Yi’s message. Busy? What kept you so busy? Flirting with Tang 

Yin or perhaps following Mengyao and Yushu? 

“Is he really not your boyfriend?” Tianlong asked suddenly. 

“Ah!” Xiaoxiao was taken aback by his father’s question. Her face burned up. Could her father sense the 

intimacy between them? Her father did ask this question previously but Xiaoxiao had denied the claim 

firmly. What made him bring it up again? However, Xiaoxiao remembered her body’s condition, and she 

confessed, “…Not yet!” 

“Not yet?” Tianlong was excited, “Are you guys trying things out now?” 

“I’m the one chasing him!” Xiaoxiao wasn’t always in good terms with her father because of her 

mischievous behavior. Although she felt embarrassed when her father brought this topic up, her 

discomfort faded away after a short while. 

“Ha, I’m wishing you the best of luck.” Tianlong wished that his daughter could find herself a boyfriend. 

They didn’t have to marry but at least she could give birth to one or two children so he didn’t have to 

grow old by himself. Having a grandson or granddaughter would give him motivation in life! Lin Yi! 

Tianlong was very satisfied with this man. He thought that Lin Yi was a perfect match for his daughter. 

“I still have a longggg way to go, and I don’t think I can survive that long to see it come true!” Xiaoxiao 

had long accepted her condition. She didn’t mind talking about her condition, “Argh, another day 

wasted in this stupid hospital. It would be so nice if I could use this time to do something meaningful!” 

“The final result isn’t out yet, right? Maybe we got lucky this time….” He didn’t sound convincing at all. 

He knew things would be more or less the same as the previous result. However, he wouldn’t just give 

up before getting the final report. 



“Boringggg.” Xiaoxiao laid on the bed and continued texting. 

After exchanging a few text messages, the teacher came into the class. Lin Yi kept his phone back into 

his pocket when he saw his teacher, and Xiaoxiao’s messages were completely ignored. This pissed off 

Xiaoxiao. Just who did Lin Yi think he was? Did he just ignore all of her messages? Was he too lazy to 

reply to her? 

“Yaoyao sis, according to my observation. Sheild bro came with Tang Yin to school today!” Yushu was 

showing off her spying abilities again. 

“So? It’s none of our business. Just ignore him.” Mengyao replied faintly. 

“But, aren’t you chasing Shield bro now? You already declared a war of love that day. If we don’t do 

anything, I’m afraid that Tang Yin will think less of us. She might even think that we are too afraid to 

challenge her. She might think that we already surrendered before it started!” Yushu said. 

“Just leave her aside.” Mengyao wasn’t stupid enough to get hooked up in Yushu’s trap. Only people like 

Pinliang and Jianwen would fall for it. 

“Oh…..” Yushu sounded like she was disappointed. It seemed like Yaoyao sis wasn’t falling for her 

schemes anytime soon. Perhaps she should give up for now. 

Mengyao had wanted to focus on the class just now, but Yushu’s provocation came out of nowhere. 

Although she had already rejected Yushu’s suggestion, the provocation was still inside her mind…Even 

after the class ended, she was still musing on it, staring blankly at her textbook. 

“Yaoyao sis?” Yushu called out. 

“Huh?” Mengyao got shocked, and glared at Yushu, “What are you doing?” 

“Yaoyao sis were you perhaps thinking of something lewd just now?!” Yushu asked curiously.” 

“What something lewd? Stop your nonsense!” Mengyao’s heart tightened at the word as she eyed 

Yushu fiercely. 

“The TV always says that when a girl spaces out, they are probably thinking of something dirty. Yaoyao 

sis, you were making that face just now.” Yushu explained. 

“So you believe everything the TV says? Why didn’t I see you believing in the infomercials then?” 

Naturally, Mengyao wouldn’t admit that she was thinking of something lewd, not that she was. At most, 

she was just thinking about the person she hated the most, Lin Yi. Lin Yi who was always flirting with 

girls during his work! 

If Lin Yi were to hit on Yushu, Mengyao would be okay with it, but he went for Tang Yin instead- this 

frustrated her the most! 

“Oh… then Yaoyao sis, What were you doing just now??” Yushu nodded and asked. 

“I wasn’t doing anything. I was just meditating, so what?!” Mengyao ended the conversation, turned her 

head away from Yushu, and ignored her entirely. 

 


